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118I}ITRODUCTION.
Thie Report on pollcles  to  conbat socl.al exclusion
consolidates the reports that  have been made in  1990 and
1991 on Spanish policies to conbat eocial exclusion  and the
report on social eervices.
The present report consolidateE and eynthesizes  four
reports produced during 1990 and 1991:
1. A feaglbtlity  Study (1990).
2. First  Annual Report (1991).
3. second Annual Report (L9921.
4. Social Services in Spain (1992).
All  the data and infonnation are related to the years
1990-1991.
The structure of  this  present report iE as follows:
First  Part  deecribes the  cast  of  actore and the  nain
politlcal  and scientific  debates happened in  Spain in  the
Iagt two years.In the Second Part we analyze the dinensions
of  soclal exclueion in  relatlon to tradltlonal  dlvlsion  of
uelfare  (  lncone  nalntenancerhousl.ngreducationrhealth)
cateEorl.cal pollcies  for  speciflc soclal groups and global
policlee  to  conbat eocial  exclueion.Third Part trles  to
analyze the eocial policies and innovatory actl.ons against
social  exclusion and nain  conclusions.Annex l  provides
infornation data on social exclueionl Annex 2 synthesiees
sone trends on social  exclusionl  Annex 3 is  on policies
against social  exclusion; Annex 4  provides a  selected
bibliography of Spanish publications  on social exclusion.PART I
THE SOCIAL AETORS AND DEBATESCHAPTER  1
THE CAST OF SOCIAL ACTORSI.THE CAST OF SOCIAL ACTORS.
The social  actors that  take part  in  Spain in  the fight
against poverty and social  exclusion are characterized by the
diversity  both  in  political  and theoreticar  expranations
about exclusion  and the  policies  in  order  to  fight  against
then.
The main social  and institutional  actors in  Spain are:
The Central  Adninistration,  the  Regional  Government  or
Autonomous  Comnunities  and  l{unicipalitiesrthe  Non
Governmental  Organizations  (The  NcO) rthe  Political
Partiesrthe  Unions and the Social l{orkers and practitioners.
1.  The Central  Adninistration  accepts with  difficulty  the
cathegory  of  poverty  in  the  political  discourse  and  its
underlying  social  reality.Poverty  and  poor  people  are
substituted  by needy social  groups with  social  integration
problems.There are no nerr types of  povertyronly  new social
needs and groups at  risk.These  needs are  detected  and net
through the nrain services  and social  Eervices nhich are the
baEic  tools  for  the  social  integration  policy  and  also
through  specif ic  progratnnes  to  help  hromen,  young
peoplergypsies  and drugaddicts or  other groups in  need.
In  relation  to  the  fight  against  social  exclusion  the
central  government  is  very limited  because the constitutional
competences in social  assistance depend basically  on Regional
Governments.The main tools  of  intervention  are the finance on
agreed programmes with  the  Regions and the  coordination  of
national  programmes which irnplementation depends always on
political  support by the  Regions.But the  Central  Governmenthas full  competence  in penSions policy  of  Social Security  and
vocational training  programmes wchic are main policies  in the
fight  against social  exclusion.
2.  The  Regional  Governments and  Municipalities  have  a
relevant  role  in  defining  and  applying  antipoverty
policies.In  the  first  place  they  have  the  exclusive
constitutional  responsability  of social  assistance.  This gives
them a leading role  in the fight  against social  exclusion.The
Central Adninistration  depends on the Regional Government on
this  matter.Secondly,due to  the  importance given  to  the
research conditions  of poverty and the rnakinq of  social  needs
maps.Thirdly,due  to  the  nehr initiative  of  implementation of
social  wage for  integration  which evaluation  wiII  be made
later.
The  Municipalities  have  a relevant  role  in  social
assistance services, in the provision of integral assistance
to  needy groupsrexperimentation  and innovation of  policies
together with those of  NGOE and in  coordination of  Eocial
resources to  fight  against exclusionrbeing  the finance the
nain problen because depend in  nany waya on Regional  and
Central budgets.
3. The Non covernmental  organizations (NGOs).
This  sector is  currently  graving and undergoing for
reaching changes after a long period of scarce activity.This
sector is  still  to  be researched in  the fietd  of  social
action: the number, structure, types and social incidence.But
what is  a clear fact  is  that  they have been expanding and
nodernizing themselves in  recent  years.Concerning theorganizationsrs  fight  against  social  exclusion  it  must be
pointed  out:  a)  That there  is  a  rack  of  participation  by
those  excluded in  pro-integration  activities.Traditionally
the  nost  inrportant  organization  has  been oNcE (Nationat
organization  of  the  spanish Blind).Disabred  peopre and old-
age pensioners have recently  joined  but not without  problems
and internal  conflicts.b)  Arthough the spanish Red cross has
a  certain  relevant  role  in  the  fight  against
marginalizationrcaritas  Espafiola is  the  most important  NGo
concerned with  social  assistance  and research on poverty.Both
organizations have at the present the main rore  in the social
assistance fierd.The  research conducted by the Ministery  of
social  Affaires  on NGos in  L992 will  provide a comprehensive
information  on that  issue.
4.  Political  Parties.
fn  generalrthe  Spanish political  parties  do not  nention
poverty in their  programmes.They  do deal with  specific  issues
of  unemploynent and the  poricies  to  combat it.Howeverrthey
have to give specific  anshrers to  the phenomenon  of poverty at
a local  and regional  revel.rn  practicerthe  political  parties
at  Regionar  lever  defend  in  generar  the  minimum income
policies  because of  specific  regionar  probrems or  poritical
conjuncture.
5.  The Unions.
The issue  of  poverty  hras not  speciarry  important  to  the
Unions until  the general strike  in  December 1988.This strike
resurted  in  a doubre change in  the  unions policyrrnainry  in
UGT and cc.oo,towards action  in  their  fight  against  povertyand marginatization.Although  the  Unions did  not  originally
participate  in  the  idea  of  the  minimurn incone policyrthe
Iater  took  it  on as one of  their  strategic  issues  in  the
Propuesta Sindical  Prioritaria  (Priority  Unions Proposal)  and
they will  be taking  part  in  the negotiation  of  a settlenent
of the social  hrage in the rnajority  of Autonornous Communities.
6.  The social  workers and practitioners.
This  group  is  characterized  by  an  increasing
professionalism and a priviliged  status  in  the public  sector
social  services  in  which they ptay a key role  in  the policy
of  the growth of  social  services.This  has meant an ambiguous
attitude  in  the  struggle  against marginalization  and social
exclusion.
On the  one handrthey share the  governmentrs  view of  the
nininum income being a space of  institutional  narginalization
where  rfalI  the  problems  of  a  subsidized  society  are
concentratedrr.They also  share the  great  inportance  of  the
social  services in  the social  integration.The  social  wage or
ninimum income would  be  the  exception  while  the  social
services would be the  essence of  the social  action.
The description  of  the  six  nrain sectors  in  the  fight
against  poverty  and social  exclusion  shows us  an existing
quadruple fragrnentation in the antipoverty  policies  in  Spain:
1.  A certain  theoretical  fragmentation which is  polarized
between  the  concepts  of  poverty  and  needy  social
groups.2.Institutional  fragrnentation  which is  the  result  of
a  constitutional  divisi6n  of  power between Central  and
Regional  Governments.3.Functional  fragrmentation:  divisionbetween sectoriar  and  integral  approach to  social
exclusLon.4. rnstrunental fragrnentation: the  polarization
between personal social services and income policies.
All  thie  nalces it  dlfficult  to deflne coherent policies
and the coordlnation of  the socLal regources reducing the
effectivenegs ln the flght  agalnst social exclusion.CHAPTER  2
THE POLITICAL AND THE SCTENTIFIC  DEBATES2.  THE POLITICAL AND THE SCTENTTFTC  DEBATES.
The excl-usion focuses on the  rea]ity  of  unemploynent and
the new types of poverty. In a r{Iay traditional  poverty is  left
out  of  this  debate.on the  contrary  we are  dealing  with  an
urban and economic view of  social  exclusion.This  is  shown in
three different  ways depending on whether they are political
partiesrunions  or regional  governments.
a)  The  general  point  of  view  of  potitical  parties
maintains  that  the  main reason  for  social  excl-usion  is
unemployment  and its  social  and economic consecuences.Rather
than poverty what exi-sts is  unemploynent resulting  from the
economic crisis.The  political  objective  would be to  fight
unernpJ-oyrnent instead of  taking  out antipoverty  measures.
This view reflects  Spanish public  opinion which is  very
sensitive  to unemployment.According  to public  opinion poverty
means begging and marginalizatj-on,while  unemployment  is  a
social  reality  to  fight  against.Consequently,the  main
political  parties  rather  than social  policies  to  integrate
those  who are  marginalizedrpropose policies  of  economic
growth  in  order  to  qenerate  employment and  training
programmes.
b)  The point  of  view of  Regional Governments is  that  a
minimum  income for  integration  or  social  hlage is  a positive
poli.cy  for  covering the  gaps of  unernployment benefit,while
the  unemployed are retrained  and integrated  or  for  covering
the  less  privileged  groups of  society.But  while  in  L99O it
stas a polarization  between regional  and central  government in
relation  to  minimum income,now  in  1990 the  debate has lost-
T2some strenght  because of  the difficulties  of  regions  in  the
inplementation of  social  wage and also because the debate is
centred  around the  coordination  of  social  actors  to  fight
social  exclusion.Some  kinds  of  political  coordination  could
be the  way out  to  the  present  situation  where neither  the
Central  Government is  ready to  assume the  regional  mininun
incone systemrnor many Autonomous  Governments have the  real
resources for  the  implementation of  integration  policies.
c)  The Unions point  of  view is  that  the  reason for  the
exclusion  is  the  precariousness in  norking  conditions  and
unemployrment which  generate  insecure  workers  working  on
temporary contracts.This  political  view on social  exclusion
proposes the  extension  of  the  welfare  benefits  as  an
alternative,introducing  the  social  lragerextending  social
benefits  for  unemployed and reducing the  precariousness in
employnnent contracts.
Consequently, unemploynent, low incomes and precariousness
in  working  conditions  are  the  main  sourceE of  social
exclusion  respectively  for  political  partiesrregional
governnent and  unions.In  spite  of  this  differences  the
coordination  objective  of  social  policies  has gained space
during 1990-1991  through the development of different  systems
of  participation  of  unions and NGos with  voice  in  the public
policies  and social  services  plans  at  regional  (rninimun
income policies)  and central  level  (Assembly of  the National
PIan on drugs,Consultative  Connission of  NGosrThe  Board of
l{omen,s  organizations.Also  it  must  enphasized  the
development of  National  Programmes  carried  out  by  central
13governnent  and regional authorities  on drugs,youthrwonen  and
Iocal social services that  are inproving the framework of
institutional  coordination in  the  fight  against social
exclusion.
The problern of  coordination is  becorning crucial  because
the social  insertion objective is  facing difficulties  and
clear  linits  because of  Eeveral reasons such as the high
instability  of  labor market (tenporary jobs)  the  social
ideologies in favour of specific excluions (innrigrants ) and
the failures in the incomes for integration at regional level
in the coordination between minimurn incomes and integration
programmes.
2.2 The scientific  debate on both exclusion and poverty has
deepened during the last two years.Until  L987 the scientific
debate a6 was pointed out by ViIa and Alcover was restricted
to knowing the number of poor peoplerwho they were and their
standard of  living.From  1989 the scientific  debate revolves
round how to  integrate the excluded social groups.In fact
this problen had already been proposed but has only currently
becone highfy inportant iseue.The  mal.n actors in this  debate
have  beenrat  an  institutional  level,  CEBsrCaritas
EspafrolarThe  National Plan on DrugsrNational  Platform of
Tlomen and the Unions.Also individual researchers and planners
of social wage.The main subjects of the debate have been the
integration of  the excluded social  groups and the  social
wage.
The scientific  debate has raised not only the question
of the old and nen povertyrbut  also the social integration ofmarginalized  or excluded groups.The debate tends to orientate
social  action  towards three  guide  lines  of  action:  1.  To
reduce the  inpact  of  social  stereotypes on marginal groups'
z.  To coordinate the existing  resources to  facilitate  social
integration.3.To  promote  the  selforganization  of  the
excluded  groups.
There are three  basic starting  points  in  this  debate:
-  To accept the different  kinds of  social  exclusion,not  only
the old  and new povertY.
-  Poverty is  explained as the result  of  the accumulation of
different  ways of  social  exclusion.
-  The ain of  the  fight  against poverty is  not only to  get  a
minimum income for  any citizen,butrabove  a11,to facilitate  a
social  integration  and to  create a more accesible  society.
The scientific  debate has followed  three  fundarnental,but
not paralle  directions:
A) The CEBS debates on poverty and marginalization.The  first
debate  in  l-988  qualifies  the  phenomenon of  poverty
articulating  olf  poverty  (poor workersrpoor people receiving
sociaL benefits  and self-organized  marginalized people) with
new poverty  (Iong-terrn  unemploYed,widows with  dependent
relatives,one  parent  families)  and looks into  sociocultural
criteria  to  explain  the complexity of  poverty.The  problem of
self-organization  of  poor and excluded people is  also  dealt
with  and the }irnitations  of  social  services to  fight  against
poverty and social  excLusion are pointed out.
The second debate,at  the  end of  l989rpoints  out  clearly
that  the  basic  aim of  the  actions  against  poverty  is  theintegration  of  the different  excluded groups into  society.It
is  stated  that  rr the  social  insertion  is  by far  one of  the
nain challeges for  the present social  policies  in their  fight
against povertyfr.Therefore  the social  wage or ninimum income
is  not  only  a  guarantee of  subsistencerbut  also  the  manin
base upon which to  build  policies  of  social  integration.The
process  of  social  exclusion  generated  by  a  society
isrperhaps,more irnportant than  economic poverty.This  means
fighting  against exclusion from two points  of  view which are
interrelated:  the peculiarity  of  the excluded groups and the
necessity of  integral  intervention  on exclusion.
B) The second line  of  debate ritas led by the National PIan for
Drugs and National  Platforn  for  l{omen which concentrate its
theoretical  efforts  on the social  integration  of  drugaddiets
and marginal groups and women.The results  of  research on the
social  integration  problems have  centred  in  favor  of
flexible  and  integrated  policies  of  social  accesibility
and, in  relation  to  women, in  the  implementation  of  two
national  plans for  equal rights.
c)  The third  line  of  scientific  debate revolves  round the
social  or  minimum income for  social  integration  in  the
conferences o  seminars organized by Caritasrthe  Unions and
Regions.Here the social  wage isron  the one handrthe ultinate
safety  net  of  social  protection  for  working people without
social  and econornic resouerces and,on the  other  handrthe
necessity and possibilj,ty  of  integrating  the excluded social
groups.The social  h/age for  integration  is  not  the  panacea
against  povertyrbut  one  way that  needs coordination  ofsociety and institutions  in  favour of social groups in  need
or at risk.
AII the debates enphasizes that the fight  aqainst-eocial
exclusion requieres active  policies  of  coordinationrthe
participation  of  those who are  affectedran opened and
flexible  view of aocial insertion and nultiple  networka of
social intervention.The  scientlfic  debate has advanced in the
Iast three years fron the concept of  poverty to  a another
more qualified  of  social  insertion'from  the  economic
protection to the global social intervention andrfinallyrfrom
the  very general intervention to  specifics  and locally
coordinated intervention.The rising  ideologies favouring
racisn and xenophobia are a new challenge for scientific  and
political  debates.PART II
DIUENSIONS OF SOCIAL EXCLUSIONCTIAPTER 3
sEcrqRAI" lPot,rcrEs AGATNST _SO3.  SECTORAL POLTCTES  AGAINST  SOCTAL  EXCLUSION.
3.1  Social policies  to  combat economic insecuritv.
As in  any EEc country the  two nain  sources of  income
are the  income got through the market and social  benefits.we
are  in  the  first  place  to  analyze the  redistribution  of
income through  the  marketrthe  functional  and  personal
distributiom  and secondly the  impact of  the  social  benefits
in  the  fight  against  economic insecurity.
3.1.1 Has been shown by different  authorsras J.LeaI,
that  during  the  last  decade Spain became richer,but  more
inequal  in  such  a  way  that  rrwhile  poverty  was  being
reduced,inequality  growing and duality  held under controlrnew
groups  of  marginal  persons  were  appearing  in  Spain
societytr.In  fact  the economic arowth during the eighties  has
allowed a general inrprovement of  living  standards where the
social  benefits  have  reduced poverty  in  some groups'as
elderly  pensioners,but at  the  same tirne the  inequality  has
generated  mew marginal groups and new types  of  insecurity
because of  the  instability  of  labour narket.
The social  inequality  as  a  consequence of  very  sharp
economic Arowth can be showed at  two levels:in  the functional
distribution  of  income and  in  personal  distribution  of
income. The functional  distribution  of  income in  Spain shows
us how during  the  decade of  the  eighties  there  has been a
favorable  redistribution  of  national  incone  to  company
profits  (  Table  L  ).This  has  been helped  by  increased
unemploymentran  international  context  advantegous  to
20investment policies  and industrial  restructuring.Wages  income
took on a remarkable  role  on income redistribution  from l-970
and surpassed the profits  in  L972(half of this  growth was due
to  the  progressively  increasing  number of  salary  paid
people).From  L978  a  process  of  deterioration  in  the
participation  of wages in the national  income began and there
is  a reduction of  5.89 points  between 1980 and 1990 although
there  hras a recovery between L987 and 1988.On the  contrary
the social  benefits  grew up 4.07 points  from 12.3L in  1980 to
16.38  in  Lggo.While  the  profits  grevt  up  during  the
eighties.Then  we can  state  that  the  social  benefits  are
mainly  a  redistribution  from working people to  non active
population,unemployed and pensionersrthe profits  being left
out of  this  later  redistribution.
The personal  distribution  of  inccme in  Spain  poses
several  methodological problems:  the  last  Farnily  Budgets
Survey  that  hre consider here rras carried  out  in  1980 (the
nehl one carried  out  in  1-990 is  publishing  nohr the  the  data
and  hte will  consider  in  the  next  report  of  L992).The
Permanent Survey of  Family Budgets published quarterly  has a
very  small  sample of  3.200 people.We refer  here  to  both
sources of  inforrnation.!abl_s_z  synthesizes the  distribution
of  the available  family  income counted in  decila  after  being
taxed.From  this  Table we can say that  between L974 and l-9BO
it  was a clear  irnprovement  in  income distribution  dus to  a
reduction  on the  income concentration  in  the highest  decila
of  alrnost ten points.There  is  also  a slight  increase on the
participation  of the decilas  first  and second.The increase inIrrages against  wages and the  expansion of  social  benef its
contributed  to  improve income distribution.But  from l-98O to
l-989 the distribution  of  the available  fanily  income has not
varied  deeply;on  the  contrary  during  the  l-ast  years  the
distribution  run  rirorse for  the  f irst  two  deciles. This
statement  has two main interpretations.According  to the first
one the  number of  the  poor  households  and persons have
decreased during,at  list,the  first  half  of the eighties  in  as
much the  adopted criterion  is  the  relative  placing  of  the
poorest;the  second interpretation  is  that  the better  relative
distribution  has been made at  the  expense of  a more uneven
distribution  cf  incone.
It  could be said that  the  econornic recovery from 1986
to  L99O plus the redistrihutive  effect  of  Welfare State have
managed to  stop the  number of  poor peoplerbut has not  been
abLe to  avoid greater  inequality  observable  through a greater
wages dispersion  increaing  at  the  top  and decreasing at  the
bottom growing the Gini  Index 13.58 between 1984 and 1988 in
wages distribution,the  reduction  of  the purchasing polrrer of
the  minimum salary,  the  expansion of  the  percentage of  the
temporary jobs and the concentration of  taxable  income where
the  Gini  Index  surpasses 0,333 im  L982 to  o.406  in  L987
before the tax  payment in  a sysstem where the concentratj-on
of  taxpayers  has place in  the  lower income groups.
3.1.2  The need for  economic security  or guaranteed incorne
is  recognized by the Spanish Constitution  of  l-978 in Art.  41,.
As a  consequence of  this  need, during  the  last  decade a
complex and varied  system of  welfare  protection  or  Welfarehas  been developed, starting  with  the  system of  Social
Security,  but  as an entity  of  its  own. Tab1e 3 gives  us  an
idea of  such a system, showing the Spanish Staters  system of
assistance welfare,  the  population  covered, the  total  cost
and the anount of  said assistance.  From this  synthetic  table
we can deduce three general conclusionss
1.  During the  1980s a  complex systern of  assiEtance
benefits  has been shaped, beginning with the system of  Social
Security,  whose objectives  are the  protection  of  a part  of
those excluded fron the job market, Poor people and different
risk  groups.
2.  This  system or Assistance state  is  based on three
types  of  subsistence  welfare  aid:  minimum benefits  fron
Social Security,  assistance pensions and the social  wage froru
the  Autonomous Connunities,  as well  as other  benefits  fron
smaller  entities.  It  is  a  conplex system which does not
recognize  a  general  tninimum incomerbut  it  has  a  wide
diversity  of  social  benefits  facing  a  problen  of
harmonization.
3.  Finally,  this  Assistance state  is  fragrmented and
has scarce internal  coordination.  The law of  non-insurance
pensions of  December  1990,  the  policies  of  vocational
training,  the  Autonomous Communitiesr minimum integration
wage and the  network of  social  services  are at  present four
instruments of  intervention  which are not fully  coordinated.
Vlith  tittle  additional  cost,  they  could  constitute  the
elements of  an integrated  system of nininun  incone for  social
integration.
23Having clarified  that,  w€ are going to  briefly  define
the  policies  of  economic security'  in  Spain which try  to
respond to  the  subsistence needs of  citizens.The  Spanish
Welfare State  is  no$r a  crucial  source of  income for  many
people although the levels  of  social  spending are stil  below
the nediun levels  of  EEC.
a)  In  December 1990 the  Law of  Non-fnsurance  Pensions  htas
passed, defining  a svsten of  assistance pensions within  the
scope of  Social  Security.  Although the  neld law approves a
type  of  pension  that  is  approxirnately half  the  minimum
interprofesisonal  salary  and engenders subjective  rights,
this  law creates  some problems:  First,  the  law calculates
the pension based on fanily,  not individual,  income, thereby
placing  part  of  the responsibitity  for  social  protection  on
the  nuclear  fanily.  This  is  partly  compensated for  in  the
case of  handicapped  persons.  The second problen is  that  the
Iaw abolishes the assistance pension and aid to third  parties
of the LISMf (Law of  Social Integration  of the Handicapped of
L982) which meant a  real  advantage for  those  handicapped
persons with  problems of  exclusion,  although it  is  true  that
under that  law,  reinterpreted  by  the  Supreme Court,  many
cases of  handicapped persons with  arnple economic resources
were protected.  Third,  although the  pension of  the  LISMI
disappears,  the  FAS  or  assistance  pensions for  senior
citizens  and ill  persons  remains in  force,  thereby making
the  system of  social  protection  more complex to  manage and
confusing for  citizens  who, when applying,  must choose andevaluate between two aid  sYstems.
From the  perspective  of  this  report,  the  appraisal  of
assistance pensions of  a1t types can be summed up as:
-Non-insurance  pensions fulfill  part  of the objective  of
art.149.1  of  the  Constitution  (rrSocial  Security  for  aII
citizensn)  converting  assistance  pensions into  subjective
rights  that  provide access to  economic benefits,  medical care
and social  services for  senior citizens,  the chronically  ill
and the  disabled  without  economic means.  But  it  does not
cover the  difficulties  of  those excluded for  other  reasons;
this  wiII  be the  objective  of  the  Autonornous Communitiesl
Iaws of  social  salarY.
-Present barriers  to  access depend on the  information
available  to  citizens.  I'tore than press campaigns, it  is  non-
gubernmental  agencies and centers  of  social  services  which
help to  elirninate  this  barrier.
-As  far  as  its  effectiveness,  it  is  a  case  of
subsistence pensions which scarcely  reach half  the  minmum
wage and whose quantity  cannot be increased as it  would cause
problems of a financial  nature in the Social Security  system.
Moreover, they  are  pensions directed  at  poor  hromen and
elderly  litomen without  resources,  covering  f emale poverty
(Table 4) .b)  The cornplements of  SociaI  Security  minimums are  an
extension of  assistance of  this  system.  Pensions which do
not  reach the  rninirnurn established  for  each type  of  pension
(retirement,  invalidity,  widowhood, orphanhood and others)
have the  right  to  an economic conplement of  an aid  nature.
Table  5  illustrates  the  extension  of  SociaI  Security
assistance:  in  1990 392 of  pensions, 2.441.065,  had minimum
complements.  This  means a  total  cost  of  4l7.L3O nillion
pesetas which  benefitted,  above all,  widows, orphans and
agricultural  workers.  As a result  of  the agreements  between
the  government and  unions  in  the  spring  of  1-990, the
improvement of  complenents has  been  centered  in  widow
pensions and those with  a dependent spouse.  In  spite  of  the
real  inprovement of minimum pensions in  the last  three years,
efforts  are still  needed to  insure that  minimum pensions are
equivalent to  the ninimum hlage. In  1990 minimurn pensions had
the  following  percentage with  respect  to  the  minimum  wage:
retired  with  65 years or more -  942; retired  at  less than 55
years  and with  spouse  82.22;  invalidity  the  same as
retired  at  less  than 55 years;  widowhood at  over 55 years
73.721 between 60 and 65 -562; and widowhood  at  less than 60
years -  52.52,' absolute orphanhood -  76.2*;  others -  between
55-572.
c)  Coverage and effectiveness  of  economic benefits  for
unemplovment.The intense lack of  protection  of  the unemployed during
the  period  from 1985 to  1988 has been strongly  checked  so
that  net coverage has increased notably during the last  three
years (See Table 6) from 34.1 in  1989 to  51.9 in  1991. It  is
quite  true  that  it  has  been favoured  by  the  registered
decline  in  unemployment.
The  joint  improvement  of  the  protection  of  the
unemployed cannot make us forget  that  the  social  right  to
protection  is  still  far  from its  final  goal.  Moreover some
clear barriers  to  access exist:  1.  It  does not include those
seeking their  first  job.  That is  to  say,  it  affects  young
people, above all,  although other  forrns of  protection  exist,
as rre witl  later  see (vocational  training);  2.  Neither  does
it  include  those young unenployed  peopre who have used up
their  Social  Security  benefits,  both  insurance  and
assistancel  3.  A temporary barrier  exists:  once the period
of  collection  of  economic benefits  has been exhausted onry
very ord workers have protection  until  they reach retirement.
what  is  the  effectiveness  of  the  protection  for
unemployment in  Spain?
rn the  first  p1ace, the eninentry  assistance character
of  the  protection  for  unernproyrnent (56.8? of  the  total  of
unemployed  protected in  1991) makes the benefits  subsistence
benefitss  752 of  the  ninimun rdage  although  it  is  a
functionarry  and poriticalry  legitimizing  economic help.
rn the  second place,  the  effectiveness  of  the  benefitsis  greatly  linited  by tine,  so that  in  1-990 the  economic
benefits  of  less  than  1- year were 692 (Tab1e 7).  Whatrs
more, benefits  of  less than 5 months go from 37.92 in  l-989 to
41.8 in  1990 in  the whole of  benefits.  Now, if  we consider
only  insurance benefits,  we see that  56.seo of  the unemployed
received them for  periods of  less  than 6 months.  obviously
these are workers with  temporary jobs.
In  the  third  place,  a  little  more than  half  the
beneficiaries  of  unemployment benefits  are  concentrated in
two groups:  over  55 years old  (L9.3?)  and youth of  20-29
years  old  (35.3?).  We must stress  that,  although  the
relationship  between period  of  coverage, d9e,  and type  of
contract  is  not  available,  it  seems obvious  that  the
limitation  of protection  is  due to  the incidence of temporary
contracts.
In  the  fourth  place,  from the  point  of  view  of  the
regional  inequalities,  coverage is  }ower in  poorer regions,
with  the  exception of  the  Basque Country, while  there  are
regions where the  coverage rates  cover more than 508 of  the
unemployed.  Such is  the  case  in  Madrid,  Navarra  and
Barcelona.
Among unemployment benefits  stand  out  benefits  to
ternporary agrarian vrorkers in  Andalucia and Extremadura. In
order to  have a right  to  this  benefit  one rnust be registered
in the Special Agrarian Reginen of Social Security,  have paid
60  days  of  quota  in  the  L2  months prior  to  becoming
unemployed and have an income of  less than the ninimum wage.
one can receive  752 of  the minimum wage for  up to  a maximumof  L8O days per year.  In  Table 15 one can see,  in  addition
to  the relative  inportance of  the absolute number of  persons
who receive benefits,  how in practice  there is  no quota linit
of  6O days:  63* of  the beneficiaries  have paid less than 3O
days per  year.  Thanks to  this  flexibility,  criticized  by
supposed cases of  corruption  discovered  in  1991,  social
stability  and the  survival  of  a social  group in  regression
and without  possibilities  of  labor  market integration  is
guaranteed.  It  is  a  system whose objective  is  more the
prevention of  social  conflict  than the achievement of  social
integration.  FinaIIy  barriers  of  access do not  exist  in
these  two  regions  and  its  potitical  and  redistributive
effectiveness  is  considerable (Table 8).
The agreements between the government and the unions in
1991 have increased coverage to  27 depressed  areas in  another
four  regions  (Valencia, Murcia, Castilla  y Le6n and Castilla
La Mancha) ,  improve the protection  of  those over 52, create
Regional Councils of  Ernploynent  and guarantee occupational
training  for  young people under 25.  These are measures which
favour  the  extension  of  social  rights  to  the  unemploYed,
above all  young people,  since  protection  of  those  over  52
noticeably  improves.
d)  The protection  of  the familv  in  Spain, until  the  new 1aw
of  non-insurance  pensions of  1990 was approved, has  been
characterized by the economic insufficiency  of allowances for
children,  dt  a  standstill  since  L97L,  ttre  low  leveI  of
29expenditure by Socia1 Security  on farnily  protection  and the
establishment of  fiscal  deductions for  children  which do not
discriminate  on the basis of  economic situation.
The protection  of  children,  not  of  the  farnily  in  its
entirety,  began in  1985 with  rnonthly  benefits  of  1.050
pesetas per  child  to  pensioners with  rninimum pensions and
those  unemployed persons  who receive  benefits  and  have
children  to  support.  fn  1990 this  benefit  affected  426.956
beneficiaries  or  families  or  725.253 children,  although the
social  expense is  not  high.
The 1990 law of  non-insurance  pensions eliminates  the
previous  benefits  as  well  as  the  disability  benefit  that
existed  since  I97O and that  benefitted  2OO.O0O  handicapped
persons, creating  a new system which for  the first  time dealt
with  protecting  children,  keeping in  mind income levels  and
the  kind  of  farnily  burdens that  these  supposed.  The new
system, in  effect  since the  beginning of  1991, protects  any
citizen,  whether he pays Socia] Security or not,  benefits  al]
those families  with  annual incomes of  less  than  1 nillion
pesetas  (the  lirnit  of  the  income tax  declaration)  if  they
have one child,  increasing the linit  15? with  each chitd.  If
the child  is  handicapped,  there  is  no income limit  as fanily
expenses are higher.  The quantities  are:
Less than 18 years old  36.000 pesetas per year.
Less than l-8 years old  and handicapped up to  332
72.OOO pesetas /year-  Over
-  Over
and 652 handicapPed  312.000 pesetas/year
and 752 handicapped 468.000 pesetas/year
The nanagement of the new systen has just  begun, thereby
rnaking it  impossible to  evaluate its  effectiveness.  But,  in
terms of  social  rights,  the  new system is  an important step
forward.  fts  t,otal  effectiveness  is  linited  by  the  non-
distributive  character of  the fiscal  deductions for  children
and for  not undertaking the protection  of  low income farnilies
(with many children).  The reform is  the first  strategic  step
toward a new form of  family  protection.
e)  The minimum incomes of  inteqration  or  social  salary
developed by the Autonomous Communities since 1989-90 are as
nuch  a  type  of  economic benefit  as  an  instrument  of
integration  in  the  labor market.  As such, they satisfy  the
need for  econonic security  as weII as the need for  autonomy.
The rnininunr incomes of  integration  are  approved in
practically  aII  the regions of  Spain, but the fact  that  they
were introduced  scarcely  two  years  d9o,  as  well  as  the
different  ways they are being put  into  practice,  makes thern
difficult  to  evaluate.  Experts in  the  field  point  out  that
the  percentage  of  the  population  which the  social  salary
reaches is  between 1.5t  and 2Z of  the  Spanish populati.on
(between 500.000 and 800.000 people).  The two regions where
the irnplantation is  most developed are the Basque Country  and
Madrid, although these programs are now in  the first  phase of
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31evaluation  and inplantation.
Various characteristics  of  this  new model of  protection
and integration  can be observed:
1.  The ninimum incorne is  greater  than  the  assistance
pensions of  Social  Security  around 602 of  minimun wage,
with  increments according to  the  number of  children  (See
Table 9).  2.  The rninimum incomes are based on a philosophy
of  integral  struggle against poverty and the nultidimensional
character  that  this  has.  3.  Its  objective  is  the  social
integration  and access to  the labor market of  the population
(between 25 and 65 years old  who are most excluded).  within
these  ages exist  various  specific  groups:  young people
without  jobs,  Iong-term unemployed  persons,  unemployed  htomen
with  f arnily  responsibilities,  ethnic  rninorities.  4 .  The
social  salary  is  a  discretional  periodic  benefit  for
facilitating  social  integration,  but  j.t  is  not a subjective
right  to  a minimum income separated from the  labour market.
5.  The social  wage has developed  as much as a consequence
of  the  policies  of  the  Autonomous Connuniites as from the
pressure of  the  unions who included  it  as  a  goal  in  the
Priority  Proposal of  Unions.
fn  relatj.on  with  its  implantation  we must point  out its
slowness and unequal developrnent.  At the noment the existing
barriers  of  access seem to  be  more administrative  than
anything else.  Table Lo gives an idea of  the application  of
the minimurn incomes, although its  effectiveness  may be knownduring  1992.
f)  There are  other  economic emergency benefits  that  Town
Councils and non-governnmental organizations  provide,  whose
exact  quantity  is  unknown, but  which  play  a  certian
subsidiary  role  in  the fight  against poverty.  (See Table r).
What are the  conclusions of  social  policy  for  minimum
incones in  Spain?  First,  a fragrrnented system of  protection
lacking  in  coordination  between the  central  and regional
governments persists.  Second, a  step  forward  in  social
rights  in  matters of  econornic security  in  terms of  coverage
has taken place,  but  its  effectiveness  in  many benefits  is
insufficient  to  achieve a mininum of  subsistence; the  rates
of  take up of  subsistence benefits  is  far  to  be completed in
the case of unernployed people (Table 11).Thirdlyrthe  value of
ninimum benefits  depends on annual minumum wage.Thenralghough
the  social  benefits  have increased in  relation  to  minirnum
vtage,however the  negative increasinf  of  ninimum wage during
the eighties  (Table 1?),with  the  excption of  1990,has drive
to  a  negative  grotrth  or  stagnancy of  social  benefits  in
relation  to  incorne farnily per capita  at  disposal(rable  13).
Finally,  a complex system of  protection  has been generated,
but  this  has not  translated  into  recognition  of  a  basic
system of  minimum income for  all  citizens.  Such a system is
possible  institutionally  combining  four  existing  resources:
the social  nage of  the Autononous connunities,  the resources
of  vocational  training  of  the  National  Institute  of
Employment, the  network  of  social  services  of  local
33government  and a  reformed law  of  non-insurance
Such coordination  in  the  form of  the  Concerted
pernit  the implantation  of a more effective  system
income at  a low cost.
pens].ons.
Plan would
of  minimum3.2 workincr conditions  and vocational  training.
The  need  for  autonomy in  a  society  depends  on
integration  in  the  labor  market,  the  possibilities  of
adapting to  that  market, and the availability  of  having some
basic  knowledge.  Unenploynent,  the  dif f icul"ties  of
occupational retraining,  and working conditions  as beginning
circumstances  would be  htays of  negating  the  autonomy of
individuals.
A)  The incidence of  unemploynent in  Spanish society  has
been especially  high  during  the  1980si even at  present  its
incidence is  high despite  the  reduction  in  the  unemployment
rate  frorn 1985 (2L.gZ) to  1990 (16.38)  (See Table 14 ),  due
to the intense creation  of  jobs in  the Spanish economy during
that  period.  Unenployment is  the main source of  exclusion in
Spanish society  and forms a  fundanental part  of  peoplers
concerns, together  with  the  problern of  housing and drug
addiction.
Exclusion  from the  labor  market affects,  above all,
young people between 16 and 24 years of  age  although the
percentage  was reducing during  the  eighties  from 52.2 Z in
1980 to  37.L2 in  L99L because of  the  impact of  temporary
employment  creation.  But, without  a doubt, long-term jobless
people is  the  principal  eharacteristic  of  unenploynent  in
Spain.  At  the  end of  1991,51.0 Z of  those unemployed  had
been so for  more than a year and, what is  more reveali.g,32.02 of  the  total  of  unenployed  people had been in  this
situation  for  more than two years,  although it  is  true  that
the percentage of  people in  this  situation  decreased between
1989 and 199L (fn  1989 40.62 of  those unemployed had been so
for  two years.  In  1991 this  percentage  had dropped to  32.o2,
while the percentage of  those unemployed for  more than a year
feII  from 58.5t  in  1989 to  51.Ot in  1991.).
The  growth  of  employment  during  recent  years  has
resulted,  therefore,  in  a relative  improvement in  access to
the  labor  market.  But this  partial  decrease of  barriers  in
the  access to  employment has been made through the  creation
of  temporary jobs.  The leading  role  of  temporary jobs  has
two consequences from the point  of  view of  its  effectiveness:
first,  hiring  on a tenporary  basis  produces instability  in
the process of  social  integration  and, secondly, it  does not
favor  the quality  of  life  at  work.
In  effect,  temporary  contracts  (Table 15) were almost a
third  of  the  job  contracts  in  Spain in  1990 and they  have
doubled  in  three  years,  affecting  half  of  the  salaried
workers in  agriculture  and construction  and a  quarter  of
those working in  industry  and services.
Moreover, tenporary  hiring  affects,  above alI,  young
people in  such a way that  if  in  L987 temporary  employnent
affected  47.L2 of  employed youths between  15 and 25, in  1990
the figure  was 66.72.  Therefore the policy  of  creating  jobsduring recent years has a double interpretation:  on the  one
hand, it  has been a means of  creating  jobs,  above aII,  for
young people (See Table 16 );  but,  on the  other  hand, this
policy  has brought about three  processes from the  point  of
view of  social  exclusion:
-Instability  in the process of socio-laboral  integration
given the 1ow tendency to make temporary contracts pernanent.
This instability  results  in  low working qualifications  and a
lack  of  indentification  with  the  company.  Contractual
flexibility  also means precariousness.
-Temporary  hiring  limits  social  protection  for
unernp)oyemnt: short  periods  of  work have short  periods  of
social  protection.  Table 17 shows us how in  199L 47.88 of  the
unemployed between the  ages of  16 and 19 do  not  receive
unemplolrnent  payments for  nore than 5 months, the  same goes
for  34.4.48 of  the  2O to  24 year old unemployed people, when
the  average of  those who receive  unemplolnnent payments for
less than 6 months is  24.82
-FinaIIy,  temporary hiring  is  expressed in  a  rate  of
job-retated  accidents three times higher than that  for  people
employed on an indefinite  basis.  Thus temporary workers, who
constitute  a third  of  the countryrs wage-earners, cause half
of  the work-related  accidents,  a tendency that  is  clearly  on
the rise,  ds one can see in  Table 18. As labor  unions point
out  fatalism  accompanies  this  negative  tendency  in  thequatity  of  life  at  work.
In  summary, barriers  in  the access to  employment,  above
all  for  young people,  have decreased lately  thanks to  the
flexibitity  of  the  job  market,  but  its  effectiveness  is
conditioned  by  instability,  the  }ow  coverage of  social
protection  and the special  incidence of on-the-job  accidents.
B) Vocational  training  has been one of  the primary concerns
of  the  government and unions since  1985.  In  that  year the
(FIP)  PIan  went  into  effect,  its  objective  being  the
incorporation  of vocational  training  in the active  employment
policies.  The first  phase of  the  FIP PIan htas carried  out
between 1895 and 1989.  In  Table 19 some basic  facts  about
that  phase are  summarized.  The PIan is  directed  at  very
different  groups, but it  is  long-term unemployed  youths under
25 who constitute  half  the  group in  trainingi  also,  the
number of  self-employed workers and women incorporated  in
occupational training  is  outstanding.
It  does  not  seem that  barriers  in  the  access  to
vocational  training  have existed,  although the resources have
never been sufficient.  Initially  the  FIP PIan served to
combat student  drop out  (alnost  a  quarter  of  young people
finished  basic schooling thanks to  the Plan).  Later the PIan
focused more on the  necessities  of  companies, although the
relation  between professional  training  and the necessities  of
companies has never been close.In  addition,  occupational traininq  programs, which get
benefits  from the  European Social  Fund (Table 2O), receive
economic loans during the period of  formation,  although the
quantity  is  meager.  But the  main problen  is  the  lack  of
coordination between the policies  of vocational  traininq  and
those of  income:  right  nor.t the  Autonomous  conmunities  are
setting  up  a  system of  minimum income, but  without  the
guarantee of  integration  resources,  in  the  same vray that
policies  of  training  are  linited  by the  absence of  rninimum
incomes.  Such a  spreading  around does  not  favor  the
effectiveness  of  integration  policies.  Thus the  need to
combine the  resources  for  professional  training  of  the
Central  Administration  with  the  ninimum incomes of  the
Autonomous  Comrnunities  and the  network of  municipal  social
servicesr  ds we have pointed out  in  the preceding chapter.EDUCATfON is  a  right  acknowledged in  the  -spanish
Constitution,  Article  4L.L.  What is  the  degree of  coverage
and effectiveness?
The educational coverage or access to  public  elementary
education  (between the  ages of  6 and L4 until  the  reform by
the  1990 Education Law) was lOOt during  the  decade of  the
eighties  (Tab1e 21).  ft  can be said that  the  L97O education
reform produced the universalization  of elementary education.
However, together  with  this  fact,  the  most relevant  thing
about the  past  decade was the  extension of  nursery  school
education to  1o0t of  the  children  between the  ages of  4 and
6, and the expansion of  secondary  education: secondary school
and vocational  training,  as weII  as the  growth of  special
education  for  ,children  with  learning  disabilities  or
handicaps.
However,  the problem with education is  not the coverage,
although there  is  a problem of  real  access for  ninorities,
Iike  the  Gypsies  as  hre have  seen  previously,  but  its
ef f ectiveness r'  that  is,  student  success or  failure.  Two
indicators  orient  us about the  fact  of  student failures:  L.
The first  general indicator  is  the percentage of  pupils  that
cannot get  into  secondary school and whose only  alternative
is  vocational  training,  up to  now the gray area of  secondary
education.  In  the  L987-88 school year,  30.22 of  the students
that  finished  their  elementary education  could  not  entersecondary school .  2.  A more concrete  indicator  of  student
failure  is  the percentage  of  students that  have to  repeat and
which  in  1986 (the  year  for  which there  is  information)
affected  6.82 of  the total  of  children  between the  ages of  6
and L4, with  higher  incidence in  public  schools,  among boys
in  comparison to  girls  and the problem being concentrated in
the last  years of  elementary education (See Table 22).  It  is
a type of general indicator,  but does not provide inforrnation
about the kind of  social  class,  levels  of  income or habitat.
The contrast  between educational  universalization  and
student  failure  incidence  should be  interpreted  in  socio-
historical  terms:  according  to  Esteve  Zaragoza,  the
"quantitative  reformrr of  the  educational  system has taken
place  between L97O (General Law of  Education)  and  1990
(LOGSE), that  is,  the full  schooling of  school-age children.
However, such coverage  has generated nultiple  social  problems
that  are  summed up  in  student  failure  of  marginalized
children  or  ones  coming from  a low  notivating  family
atmosphere.  This  group  has  not  been expelled  from  the
schools, but retained  there  at  the  cost of  their  failure.
In  L983  (Royal  Decree 24-.4-L983)  and  in  order  to
counteract this  fact,  the  so-ca1led compensatory Education
was created with  the objective  of  rrcorrecting the  inequarity
that  certain  sociar groups found themselves faced with  in  the
education systemrf, above all  for  uneducated young people who
drop out of  elementary or vocational  education, for  the Gypsyor  itinerant  population.  This education systern was centered
in  the  fight  against  student failure  between l-983 and L987,
afterwards  its  objectives  would be  the  gypsy population,
immigrants and the rural  world.
During the  eighties,  the growth of  a Special  Education
system for  children  with  handicaps also took place and which
carried  out  the  aims of  the  Law for  the  Integration  of  the
Handicapped of  1981. The expansion  of  this  system meant,
however, the  segregation  of  the  handicapped from  normal
schools. As of  1-986, full  integration  in  normal schools began
with  specific  support whenever necessary,  but we do not have
any evaluation  study  about the  social  integration  process
available.
Secondary education  has  grown considerably  in  Spain
giving  coverage for  the  1987-88 school year of  between lOOt
of  the  l4-year-olds  and  568  of  the  1-7-year-olds.
Nevertheless,  secondary education  reflects  the  previous
educational  failures  or  shortcomings.  Thus, w€ have a drop-
out  rate  for  vocational  training  (which students who do not
get  an  elementary education  diploma enter)  which  reached
20.42 while  in  the  case of  secondary school  it  was only  7Z
(Table 23) with  higher  incidence  in  public  than  in  private
centers.
In  the  fight  against  social  exclusion,'  Adult  Education
is  one of  the  basic  pieces which contribute  to  integration
42through  basic  academic  instruction,  socio-cultural  or
occupational  training.  Table 24 shows us  the  quantitative
incidence  in  the  program for  the  1987-88 academic year,
almost 30O,000 people rnostly L4 and over who were trying  to
begin  or  finish  their  general  primary  education.  However,
statisticar  sources do  not  give  information  about  sociar
class and sociar profiles  of the men and women who enter this
program. What has  been shown as  much in  this  type  of
education as in  compensatory  education is  that  the  carrying
out of  such policies  cannot be effective  if  nunicipalities  as
werr  as  the  NGos and the  participants  themselves do  not
intervene  in  the  purpose of  finding  out  what the  needs are
and specifically  satisfying  thern.
Finarly,  the policy  of  schorarships in  order to  fulfirt
the principre  of  equal opportunities  has taken a turn  since
1985, doubring the  budgeted resources  (see Tabre,25)  and
irnproving coverage (Harf of  the  scholarship  holders  are  in
higher  education)  arthough  the  growth  in  the  number of
scholarship holders is  mainry due to  the granting  of  aid  to
buy school supplies and cover transportation.  Nevertherless,
the economic effort  has been reduced again since  L9B7 in  its
percentage of  the total  spending on education.
The educationar reform set  in  rnotion in  october I  Lggo,
(r.ocsE) has  meant various  changes: extending  compulsory
education to  16 years of  d9e,  intensifying  and dignifying
vocationar  education,  intention  to  take  on  a  qualitatj.vereform  to  support underprivileged  groups in  order  to  make
rreguar rights  come into  effectrr  and coordinating  with  social
agents and Autonomous  and Uunicipal  Administrations  to  make
the  reform progress.  The reform is  in  the  beginning stages
and,  therefore,  it  is  still  too  soon to  have qualified
information  about its  development available.
Illiteracy  is  a  fundamental  barrier  in  the  access to
society  in  complex societies  where the quantity  and quality
of  information  that  a  citizen  has  to  handle  is
considerable.The  latest  information  about  this  phenornenon
comes from L986(The data  from the  1991 Census rernain to  be
exploited).In  that  year the  rate  of  absolute  illiteracy  in
Spanish society  $ras 4.88;that  is  1.300.99L people over  15
years of  age,that  rate  being higher amomg women (5.872) than
men (2.44*,) (Table 26).In  additionrabsolute  illiteracy  has a
higher  incidence  in  regions  that  are  economically  and
socially  lagging  behind such as  Andalucia,Extremadura  and
Castilla  la  Mancha (TabLe 27).
But  if  lre  adopt the  criteria  of  functional  illiteracy
(those totally  illiterate  and those who have not  completed
primary  studies)  the  rate  of  illiteracy  is  342;that
is,10.549.497 over age 15.That is,  a third  of  Spanish society
has  great  problems  of  access  due  to  the  lack  of
education.This problem affects  almost half  of  the population
of  some underprivileged  regions as those pointed earlier.The
problemras hre saw in  last  yearrs reportraffects  older  peopleabove aII.For  the  younger people  the  program
Education has  been the  htay to  combat the  lack
knowledge,  in  addition  to  the  literacy  campaings
areas.Howeverrpublic documents that  evaluate these
do no exist.
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The right  to health protection  is  a constitutional  right
ir"r Spain (Article  43"1 of  the Constitution)  and the  General
Law of  Public Health of  1986 acknowledges the right  to  equal
access for  all  citizens  in  terms of  Itreal  equalityt'  and is
oriented  to  trovercoming territorial  and social  imbalancesrl
(Article  3).  In  the  same way as in  the educational system or
in  the  system of  pensions for  the  elderly  population,  the
universalization  of health  care coverage b/as aci:ieved at  the
encl of  the 1980s, but qualitative  problens of  access and real
equality  stiIl  exist.
l-.  The first  proof,  therefore,  is  that  the universalization
of  the  right  to  health  has come about since  January ,  L99O,
through  the  irnplantation  of  health  coverage  for  a1l
Spaniards, a measure that  was preceded by the  initiative  to
universalize  health  care in  the Basque Country in  September,
t989. Table 28 shows us the  expansion  of  health  coverage to
all  the Spanish population upon transforming the health  care
system of  the Socia1 Security -more the existing  regional  and
rnunicipal  health  care  resources  into  a  national  health
system financed  by the  State.  Nevertheless,  Spanish health
care  spending has been practically  stopped up during  the
eighties  and below the  average spending in  countries  in  the
ocED (Table 29)
2.  The progressive  universalization  of  the  health  care
system has  traditionally  been  founded  in  a  fragmented
functioning  of  the system: in  one wdY, it  is  a system that  sofar  has been based on the  centrality  of  hospitals  (known as
hospital.-centrism)  and on a very deficient  system of  Primary
Care, the sources of social  criticism  and inequalities,  as J.
de Miguel y cuill6n  has so rigourously  pointed out.
3.  This  universal,  fragrmented system has provoked a  far
from insignificant  criticisrn  from the people so that  772 of
the  Spanish in  1991 thought that  the  system needed profound
reforrn (Table 30) manifesting an insatisfaction  that  occupies
the third  place after  the United States and ftaly  in  regard
to  organization  and equity  of  the  health  care  system in
contrast  to  the  satisfaction  with  the  health  services  as
such.
These structural  features  instituted  the  necessity  to
undertake the  reform of  the  health  care system. fn  199O, a
Comrnission of Analysis and Evaluation of  the National Health
System $ras created;  its  results  Lrere made public  in  July,
1991. The Commission has tried  to  achieve more efficient  use
of  the resources, attain  higher subjective  satisfaction  from
the  users,  promote  cost  consciousness  and  introduce
flexibil'ity  in  management, at  the  same time as inproving  the
quality  of  assistance and equitable  access to  health  care
resources.  The  Commissionrs  report,  known as  the  Abril
Report, has been highly  controversial  given that  it  has been
interpreted  by  many sectors  as  a  hidden  project  of
privatization  and by  a  minority  as  a  possible  project  of
reforn.  For the  moment, it  has arrived  at  a  situation  of
certain  political  freezing about hte possibility  of  applyingsome of  the proposals presented therein.
The Abril  Report  coincides  in  everything  with  the
peoplef s  criticisrn  of  the  lack  of  quality  in  prirnary care,
the overcrowding of  the services and the existence of  equity
problems,  where  we  wilI  nohr direct  our  consideration,
although the  supposed financial  inviability  of  the  health
care system has intensified  unless changes in  the  structure
of  supply  and demand are  intrduced.  The problem is  that
whatever reform  of  the  systen,  once universal  coverage is
attained,  should be made through  a  wide  social  agreement
which combines demands for  efficiency  with  social  equity  in
the  satisfaction  of  needs.
What is  the  effectiveness  of  the  Spanish health  care
system? A  primary  indicator  of  effectiveness  is  life
expectancy  and low infant  death rate  (Table 31) where Spain
is  among the  first  positions  within  the  countries  in  the
OCED. However, we should not have to  overvalue the importance
of  the  health  care  system in  this  success,  €ls the  Abril
Report does, since  other  social  factors  are those which at
times  have a  higher  incidence  in  an  indicator  Iike  Iife
expectancy  (demographic  factors,  type  of  diet,  health
education in  the  fanily,  public  facilities,  anong others).
A second indicator  is  that  which refers  to  access to
health  centers  or  primary  care  centers.  Here is  the  basic
problem  of  access,  since  its  malfunction  caused  the
48saturation  of  emergency services  at  hospitals  and  the
overload  in  specialized  services.  Within  the  strategy  of
health  for  everyone, the development of  Health Care Centers
or  Units  of  Prinary  Care, which try  to  get  irnmediate access
to  the health  care system, the userrs  satisfaction,  and the
co-ordination  with  social  services;  has been strengthened in
the last  few years. This system is  growing rather  slowly  and,
in  any case, the information we have available  only refers  to
the  INSALUD  territory,  that  is,  to  the  regions where health
care  services  have  not  been  transferred  to  regional
authority.  Well then, in December, 1990, L3,901r365 people in
INSALUD territory,  or  652 of  the  total  population  in  that
territory,  had use of  the  nehr structure  of  Primary Care in
which  the  program  of  visits-by-appointment  has  been
established to  make access easy by avoiding waiting  lines.
Presently,  indicators  of  access are not  available  it
is  in  the  introductory  phase  so we cannot undertake the
effectiveness  of  the  system,  but  we can  point  out  the
development of  support  programs to  primary  care,  which
improve the possibitities  of  effectiveness:  programs  of  care
for  women, of  mental health,  rehabilitation  and social  work.
When the  prirnary  care  network  and  the  corresponding
information  systems have definitively  been estabrished,  more
global  indicators  of  effectiveness  will  be available.
A final  indicator  is  that  referring  to  the  degree of
equity  in  the health  care system. Beforehand, w€ must point
49out some ideas in  this  point:  the first  and most elenental  is
that  the  health  system,  more than  produce inegualities,
reinforces  the  already existing  ones as health  socioLogists
and economists prove.  The second is  that  indicators  like
death  rates  are  hardly  usable  in  the  analysis  of  social
inequality  since the profession  is  the  only data collected.
ff  the socio-economic  status  is  not included in the different
sources  of  infornation,  it  is  not  possible  to  provide
statistics  of  quality,  thus  having  to  revert  to  health
surveys to  find  out  the  relation  among social  class,  health
Ievel  and the  use of  the health  care system.
Having  made these  observations,  w€  can  take  into
consideration  two  aspects  about  equality  in  the  Spanish
health care system based on secondary sources. Firstly,  there
is  a geographic inequality  of  access since the distribution
of  the  economic resources of  the  system follows  a  strict
population  criterion  and does not  take  into  account the
different  incidence of  the  causeg of  the deat'h and the  sick
rates  or  risk  groups (Gypsy minority,  the  elderly  in  rural
areas,  urban zones of  high  social  risk).  Secondly, health
surveys show us indicators  of  subjective  health  where socio-
economic inequalities  are a reality  (see Table 32),  but which
do not  look  at  specific  sarnples to  analyze the  problems of
equality  and exclusion  of  risk  or  underprivileged  groups.
Unless there  are analyses of  sub-samples of  underprivileged
groups,  it  will  not  be possible  to  delve  deepl.y inco  the
problems of  effectiveness  of  the health  care system-3.5 Access to _housing.
rrAll  Spaniards have the  right  to  enjoy  a  worthy,
appropriate  dwellingrr  (Article  47 of  the  Constitution).  In
the  19OO report,  w€ made a detailed  analysis  of  the  housing
policy  in  Spain during  the  eighties,  qualifying  it  as  a
failure  from the point  of  view of  social  exclusion,  at  least
in  conparison  to the advances made in  other areas of welfare.
The reasons for  such failure  we said hrere: the non-execution
of  the  housing plans,  the  dependency of  public  policies  on
the dynamics of the riberarization  of the buirding  sector  (in
practice  speculation)  and  the  concentration  of  State
intervention  through tax deductions. Thus, access to  housing
in  the  big  cities  has been closed off  non not  onry for  the
working crass,  but arso for  considerable contingents of  the
niddle  class  which have to  get  a  house by  noving  to  the
periphery of  the cities  where the poor quarity  of  corlective
facilities  is  notable.
That negative valuation  has been entirery  confirmed in
1991 in  such a hray that  the debate about housing policy  was
the centraf  issue in  the  latest  municipal elections  in  1991
and has been converted into  a national  problem, the object  of
maximum poJ-itical  concern. A widespread debate underries the
project  of  the  new plan  for  Housing L9g2-g5 (Table 33).  we
will  attempt to  synthesize said debate and delimit  the  rines
of  the  new PIan for  Housing.The controversy  lies  on which should be  favored  a
policy  of  liberalization  of the housing poticies  with certain
support to  the  demand through cheaper interest  rates  or  an
active  one of  intervention  which inplies  developing a public
offer  of  housing for  needy people and the policies  of  urban
Iand in  addition  to  the  support through demand. The first
position  is  the  one uhich  won out  in  practice  during  the
second half  of  the  eighties  and  the  consequences  are
expressive: the falt  of  the building  of  officially  protected
and publicly  promoted housing,  together  with  the  lack  of
control  in  the liberalization  of building,  has taken us to  an
increase of  exclusion in  this  field,  which affects  above all
the young people as Gavirj-a and others point  out:  trlt  is  the
generation without  a roof,  between 25 and 35 years of  dqe,
which is  about to  make up the jinxed  generation if  when they
retire  they  realize  that  pensions are  not  coming to  them
either  because there are too many old agers. tr Besides, it  has
provoked going into  debt and even insolvency as is  the  case
in  some zones to  the  south of  Madrid (Teb.Ie-:4) and, in  any
case,  three  quarters  of  new households cannot afford  the
prices  of  getting  a house.
The widespread restriction  of access to housing that  has
been created is  caused, therefore,  by the  abandonment  of  an
active  management  of  social  housing (public  offer  of  housing
and rent  policies)  and its  substitution  with  a credit  based
policy.  The  latter  is  not  enough as  the  authorities
themselves acknowledge: rrThe raising  of  housing  to  thecategory of  a national  problen in  1991 has accentuated the
inportance  of  Ioan  conditions...but  at  first  sight,  the
problens are rooted more in  the high rent  prices  of  housing
in  relation  to  farnily  incomes than in  the  loan conditions.
Another outstanding  problem is  the  absence of  offers  of
housing for  rent  and tne low public  offer  of  social  housing.rl
So, it  is  acknowledged that  a plan  for  housing cannot be a
plan  of  subsidized credit  if  there  is  no policy  of  active
intervention  in  the  offer  of  housing and of  setting-up  a
public  land  patrirnony.  The  market  left  to  its  free
functioning  has brought about more inequality  and speculation
than if  the  State had had a greater  leading role  in  housing
policy.
On  the  basis  of  the  difficulties  of  a  detailed
calculation  of needs, the experts believe that  housing policy
should  vary  according  to  the  economic possibilities  of
famiLies.  In this  sense, r^re rrould have to differentiate  among
three groups: the first  group of popuration  composed of those
who earn incomes less than 2.5 the mininum interprofessional
wage (estinated at  252 of the popuration with  needs) for  whom
there  wourd have to  be a public  housing offer  on a rentar
basis,  in  addition  to  specific  action  for  the most excruded
or  marginalized groups and nationwide interventions  in  the
development of  the  territory.  The second group, with  faniry
incomes not  above 3.5  the  minimun hrage, the  rargest  group
(about 4521 where the  offer  of  solutions  should be varied,
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Unlversidad  Autonona de tladrldtn  additi.on  to  aid  through credit.  There is  another,  third
group (around 3oA) with  incornes over 3.5 the  mininum wage,
whose problem i.s  whether there  is  enough of  an offer  of
of f icialJ"y  protected  housing.
In  any case. a greater  leading role  from the  offer  on
the part  of  the public  sector,  the developrnent of a promotion
policy  of  rented  housing  (at  present without  much support
given  ttre  Spani.sh peoplers preference to  ohtn property)  and
greater  public  spending on housing (Table 35) are  starting
conditions  of  an active  policy  to  favor  access to  housing.
Upon these bases bre can consider the  draft  of  the  new
Plan  for  Housing 7992-95. In  Table .3.1i, the  set  of  aid
anticipated  in  the new housing policy  can be seen. The draft
of  the  Royal  Decree  concerning  Measures of  Financing
Protective  Actions in Matters of Housing and Land is  centered
in  the  prornotiorr and support of  the  social  demand and,  in
smaller  measure, in  the  strengthening  of  the  supply  or
building  of  housi.ng under public  pronotion.
The covernment has  been sensitive  to  the  widespread
criticjsn  of  the  people of  the  housing policy  and in  the
above mentioned draft  a  series  of  supports to  the  demand,
which  try  to  soften  the  negative  social  effects  of  the
liberalization  of  the sector,  are defined.  Thus, it  is  about
supporting  a  policy  of  liberalization  controlled  by  the
demand side.  A valuation  of  such measures,  bearing  in  mind
54the preceding observati,ons, should differentiate  between the
positive  and negative elernents;
From the  demand side,  the plan meets a basic objective
as j-s supporting  access to housing for  incornes under 3.5
the  rninirnum hrage: 1.  support of  housing with  official
protection  for  th.rse who earn incones aE 2.5 the rnininun
nage. 2.  Support of  first  access to  housing for  those
whose earnings,-1o  trot exceed 3.5 said liraqe. 3. Access to
housing at  a prjce  assessed or fixed  for  different  types
of  irrcornes.  4 . suppor.:t of the renovat-i.on of housing with
a nj.nirnurn  age of  10 y@ars,
From the  supply side  is  where the  draft  has serious
problens since it  does not include nationwide action  in
the  sphere of  the policy  of  publicly  pronoted housing,
rnore than 80* of  the  spending for  1992 will  be made in
st-rbsidies or  grants  f or  interest  and  loans,  and  a
planning policy  of  land offer  -i.s not guaranteed  in  spite
of  the  fact  that  actions  for  creat-ing public  land  is
supported.
Thus, we have the  support  to  attain  a  more solvent
demand, but a very lirnited  offer/supply  frorn the public  side,
which can linit  access to  housing.
For the  coning years the  access to  housing will  be a
fundarnental social-  problen  for  social  policy.Many  poJ-icy
55changes vrill  be necessary to rnodify the present quuantitative
policy  based on fiscal  spending (80? of total  public  spending
on housing),the  poor role  of  rents  policy(spain  is  at  the
botton  of  EEc  in  rent  houses per r  tage)  and  finance
Iiberalization  which has driven to the preeminence of housing
building  for  solvent  denand.
A distributive  or qualitative  policy  nust ernphasyze on
direct  grants  for  needy groups( not  fiscal  spending without
redistributive  effects)  improvement  on coordination  housing
policy  and public  production  of  houses and flats  for  very
need groups and young people with  l-ow incomes.
563.6  social  services.
The personal social  services systeln in  Spain has evolved
during  the  eighties  fron  a  residual  structure  of  public
charity  to  one of  extensive social  services  structure  which
has been facing  new challenges:  sociological  changes( the
decreasing role  of  farnily  in  the care systern and the  loosing
of  comrnunity ties)  also  political  changes (decentralization
of  social  services,the  rising  of  NGOs) and economic (such as
the  high  incidence on unenployment and new forms of  sociaL
instability  as temporary jobs rising).
In  the specific  report  on I'Social services in  Spain'r can
be  found  a  detailed  analysis  of  social  services
tructure,functions  and effectiveness.But  we can nention here
same crucial  social  facts:
a)  During  the  last  decade has  been built  a  complex
structure  of  social  servicesrin  nany !,rays fragmented  and
decentralized at regional  and nunicipal  level.The building  of
a  network of  nunicipal  social  services  or  social  services
centres  is  being  a  crucial  step  to  approach the  social,
services to the citizens  although is  not crear untir  now that
this  system is  able  to  cone close  to  needy groups.A new
change forn  1985 is  the development of  hone help services at
nunicipal  Ieve1  where the  NGOs play  a  decisive  role.Nehr
policies  for  protection  of  children  and fanily  and the  new
roles  of  voluntary  sector  nust  be . enphasysed in  the  new
systen.
57b)  A nain  problem of  social  services  is  the  coordination
of  policies  and institutions  inside  social  services  and with
other  sectoral  areas  such  as  education,health  and
housing,although  the  munici.pal  Concerted plan  on  Social
Services and the different  National plans are contributing  to
build  bridges  between different  areas of  social  policy.In
spite  of  present  advances the  coordination  is  a  crucial
challenge  for  the  coming years in  the  fight  against  social
exclusion.
c)  Thirdly,the  social  services  and the present system of
assistance benefits  allows  us to  speak of  the  consolidation
of  a Social  Assistance State to  protect  the  needy groups in
a  lday that  political  legitirnation,  social  control  and
compensation for  the  social  cost  of  economic modernization
are more relevant  that  the  policies  to  combat processes of
social  exclusion.In  other  words,the Socia} Assistance State
is  fulfiling  several  objectives  at  the  sane  time:
universalizing  social  protection,  legitimazing  the changes in
the  social  structure  and controlling  the  unstable groups.We
could say that  two rnain political  processes are developing at
the same tinre:the  extension of  social  rights  and new types of
social  control  on groups at  risk(nigrantsrgypsies).
The structure  of  social  services  in  Spain is  a  cornplex
systern of  instruments  of  social  action  lrhere ure nust consider
different  leve1s  of  intervention  and  also  different
institutional  tools.  The basic  structure  of  social  services
is  spread over five  scopes: a) Social services carried  out on
the  rnunicipal  level  and recently  coordinated  through  the
58concerted Plan for  the Devefopment of  Social Services on the
LocaI  Government.also known as  Concerted Plan  for  Basic
rendering of  social  Serrrices  which has been in  effect  since
1988.Their rnain objectives  arc  providing  inforrnation  and
guidance  about  social  rights  and  social  resources  to
indivj.duals, prevention  and  integration  neasures, the
development  of  hone help  and family  support  and boarding
services  for  peotrrle without  a  fanily  environment. i  b)
National  P.Lans that- coordinate  resources  , instittttions  and
authorities  of  different  leveIs  in  order to  r:ational,ize  the
social  action arrd coordinate efforts.We mention here national
plans as National. Plan on Drugs,t-he Plan for  the Integration
of  Young people,the PIan for  Equal Opportunities  for  women
and the  corning national  Gerontologic Plan.c)  Also here are
Specific  Programnes: prograrn for  the developnent  of the Gypsy
people,The Fiqht  Against poverty  (III  European Program) and
progran  for  the  the  social  integration  of  handicapped
(Lf sMI) . d)  The cooperarion h/ith  NGos is  a  nei^r policy  of
social  services  driven  by the  Ministery  Of Social  Affaires
from 1988.e) Finally  can be ment-j.oned the national  system of
social  benefits  of  assist-ance nature  that  constitute  the
social  Assist-ance State -in Spain or ninimurn income resources
system.Although  t-he social  benefits  can not be considered as
services are very re.lated with  the rrationerl system of  social
services because the social  services are a privileged  channel
of  access to  soc ia.i  benerf its.
The grordtir arrrl moclernization of  social  services  during
the last  years is  a process that, has heen carried  out througha  wide  decentral.ization  of  social,  services,the  greater
presence of the voluntary  sector and progressive  coordination
of  policies  in  this  sector.Their  functions  are under debate
now,but could  be  said  that  social  services  are  fulfiling
contradictory  functions:they  are  a  mean of  universalizing
social  protection,they  are functionaf  to the fabour market in
protecting  social- coll-ectives without questioning the present
requirernents of  this  market( instability  and precariousness)
they  legitirnize  the  socio-political  syst-em opening  the
mechanism of  integration  no  matter:  how weak- they  al e
and,fi.naIly,  they  are  an  instrument  of  social  controi  of
unstable collect.ives  in  a per:iod of  economic modernj-zat-ion.
The  social  serviues  in  Spain  are  tryi.ng  to  fulfj.1
functions  of  informatiorr anf  farnily  support,cooperation  ancl
social  insertion  and  mlnirnum incone  fcr:  integration.The
development of  such objectives  is  facing  barriers  of  access
to  social  u/elfare;we can mention six  specific  barriers:l-.
There is  an inforrnation  barrier  in  the sense that  the systen
of  social  services does not tend to  seek out excluded  groups
but rather  waits  for: these groups to  come to  social  services
or inforrnation  center:s. 2. The second barrier  is  one of  State
budget:  although  spendi^ng for  social  services  has  groliin
during  the  eightj.es  from a very  1ow leve]  their:e i-s still  a
real  problern of  insufficj.ent  funds to  meet the new needs and
dernands. 3 . The barrier  of  lack  of  coordi.lration of  socia I
servj.ces at  times.l-eads to  the dupli.cation  of  services and a
Iack  of  social  effectiveness.  4.There  is  barrier  of  a
physical  nature  in  the  case of  those riks  groups which are\
dispersed in  rural  areas or  the  barriers  not  solved of  the
incapacitated.s  The barrier  of  lack  of  content  of  general
services  which  are  in  many cases  linited  to  1 statically
providirrg infornation  rather  than prornoting  and coordinating
the  resources in  the  territory.6.The  last  barrier  is  the
increasing  social  rejection  of  excluded  groups  nainly
economic colour  nigrants.These barriers  signified  by social
leaders and social  services experts constitute  a hrork program
in  the  field  of  social  servives  for  the coming years.
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4.1 Policies  for  econonic  migrants.
During the  1990 and 1991 the xenophobic ideologies  have
gained support by the Spanish population as different  surveys
have shown in relation  with African  innigrants  rnainly.The new
fact  is  that  Spain is  becoming progressively  a  country  of
inmigration  and the south European door.
The legal  framework of  migrants policies  are  the  Law
5/).ga4 on the Right  of  Asylum and the  status  of  Refugee  and
rnainly the  Law 7/1985 for  Foreigners.In  spite  of  restrictive
development  of  the law during the second half  of  1991 and the
negative ideologies  of  public  opinion has taken place a very
positive  policy  of  legalization  process of  those  working
innigrants  with  illegal  status.That  policy  has been positive
because of  two reasons: firstly  because the process has been
concerted  between Administration,Unions  and  main  NGOS(
Caritas,Red Cross) . secondly,because the process has J-egaLized
a high  nurnber of  working inmigrants(Table 37),  although the
figures  are low in  relation  with  estirnated number of  illegal
inrnigrants;approxirnately,one  third  of  estirnated  i11ega1
inrnigrants  have been legalized  during  the  process.But the
dernographic pressure of  inrnigrants duri-ng the  corning years
inevitably  wiIl  create new problerns of  integration  and policy
pressures.4.2  Elderlv  and handicaoed-
The neer poli.cy  for  econornic security  of  elderly  and
handicapped people was naterialized  in  the  Lav 26/l-990 or
non-contributive  pensions  scherne.As we have explained before
that  approves two types of  pensions:
-  Pensions for  senior citizens  over the age of  65 who have
not economic resources.
-  Pensions for  handicapped  or chronically  ill  over the age
of  L8 r.rhose handicap surpasses 65E and who have not financial
resources.If  the handicap superpasses  75t the pensioners have
the right  of  5o8 above the amount of the pension if  they need
a help of  a third  party.
They are rneans-tested benefits  which are recognized by
the  law as subjective  rights  that  provide access to  economic
benefits,medical  care and social  benefits.This  new type  of
pensions calculates  the  pension on fanily  income basis(  on
individual  basis  i.f  the  appl,icant  lives  alone)  and reachs
near half  minimum  wage.The law doea not protects  other groups
at  risk  who have to  apply  for  econonic benefits  to  the
regional  minirnun incones for  integration.
If  the  beneficiary  does not  live  with  first  degree
brood  relationship  fanily  the  rirnitation  of  inconre is
calculated  according to  this  formula:
L=c+o.7s? c  (M-1)
L is  the  lirnit  of  pension
C is  the annual arnount of  the pension.
64O.75t of the pension
n nunber of persons living  with the
That means:
Number
2  354.000+(  254.800)
3  364.000+(  254.800 x
tl
pensioner
Annual econonic linit
618.800
21  873.600
x 9)  2.6s7.2oo
If  the pensioner lives  with his  parents o children-
firts  degree bLood relationship - the economic linitation  is
raised to facilitate  financially  farnily solidarity  according
to this  formula:
L=C+o.'752 c (u-1) 2.5
That neans:
Number  Annual econonic linit
2  364.OOO+(254.800)  2.5  1.547.0O0
: 
t64.ooo+(254.800  x 2, 2.5  2.184.ooo
10  364.000+(254.800 x9l 2.5 6. 643 . 000
The nain problen of both these groups is  the
1ow value of pensions in relation to ninirnum wage and incorne
farnily at disposal in  spite of  increasing value during the
Iast years .At different  level this  problem is  faced by the
minimun pensions of Social S.:.:urity which value has increased
in  relation  to  nininrum wagerbut decreased in  relation  to
incorne fanily  per capita.
104.3 Unempl,oyed and lonq term unernploved.
As 'rre saw before the  coverage of  unenployed people has
j,ncreased during  1,990 and is  increasing  in  1991 through
assistance  system of  protection  (618 of  total  unemploment
beneficiaries)  and contributive  protection.During  these years
it  was a sharp increase in  the  figures  of  unemployed people
under social  protection.
The crucial-  probl-en is  the  protection  of  peopLe with
temporary jobs  and the  exclusion  of  long  terrn unernployed
people.In the first  case where there are mainly young people
we can see ho\., in  1.990 53.72 of  the  unernployed between the
ages of  l-6 and 19 did  not received benefits  for  more than  5
nonths decreasing to  47.8t  in  1991 and the  same goes for
45.42 in  l-99O and 34.42 in  l-991 of  the 20 to  24 years of  age
unemployed  when the average of  those r^rho receive unernploment
paynents for  fess than 5 rnonths was 27.8? in  L990 and 24.a Ln
1991.The j-ncreasing of  ternporary jobs  between young people
has cl-ear irnpacts in  the social  protection  of  this  group.
In  relation  to  long term unemployed the  problerns of  the
exclusion are noreclear for  young people who has to  apply to
the benefits  of vocationaL training  or to  rninirnum  incornes of
integration  at  regional  level,although  the  people being  55
years of  age can apply for  econornic benefits  unti.l- the age of
retirement.
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In  the  development of  policies  against  cunulative
exclusion minimun income for  integration  is  a global  system
at  regional  level  developed fron  1989( the  Basgue Country
was the  first  as  we explained  in  the  1990 report)  until
non"The system tryes  to  combine econonic benefits  for  needy
people with policies  of social  insertion(vocational  training,
learning  at  school or  adult  education system,etc).
The developnent  of the new systen is  not coordinaLed  and
the differences  between regions very high.  In  general during
1990 and 1991 the  new regional.  systern has been developed
scarcely.only  in  Madrid  and  Basgue Country  the  rnininun
incornes  programmes are  developed  widelyrand  recently
evaluated.
Slowness and unequal development  are the nain characteristics
of  the nininum incorne in  Spain (see Eble.-Lq)  .
The effectiveness  of  the new system depends now of  a new
type  de  coordination  between Adninistrations,Unions  and
NGOs.If the  irnplantation  of  the  system has been positive
because has created a last  net of  social  protection  which did
no exist  before at  national  level  for  people between 25 and
65 years of  aged or less than 25 with  fanily  responsabil,ities
and  in  general  has  been  colcerted  bethreen Regional
Governrnents and Unionsrnow  the problen is  how to  coordinate
the differents  resources ( nininum incones,vocational training
68programmes, social  services  network)  and  different
Adrninistrations  in  a concerted and coordinated programrne of
social  j,nsertion'our  proposal  in  this  report  and  in  the
Social  Services  Report  is  the  negociation  of  a  national
programm  of  social  integration  which can globalize  aII  the
resources and all-  the  political  and social  actors:  Central
Government,Regional  an-i Municipal  Authorities,Unions  and the
most  relevant  NGos.only the  integrated  approaches can
overcone the very limited  categorical  po).icies such as those
for  specific  groups (gypsies,migrants,etc)  .However,we  can not
conceaf that  this  proposal implies  deep political  changes:
the  acceptance  by Centraf  Governrnent of  a  l-eading role  in
relation  to  social  insertion  in  spite  of  present
constitutional  lirnits  (nain areas of  social  policy  are under
Regional  competence) and  the  acceptance  by  Regional
Governrnent of  a general  coordination  at  national  level  in
order to avoid regional differences  and can get effectiveness
against social  excl-usion.PART III
POLICIES AND TNNOVATORY  ACTIONSCHAPTER  6
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In  Annex III  hte have synthesized  the  different  policies
against  social  exclusion  developed  during  the  decade of
eighties  although the  Spanish Constitution  of  L978 is  the
point  of  departure  of  main changes in  he field  of  social
policy.
l9e have differentiated  three  types  of  social  policies
against  social  exclusion:  general  policiesrcategorical
policies  and  specific  policies.There  is  a  crucial
characteristic  in  all  of  those:  the decentralization.During
the last  decade until  now has took place a continuous process
of  decentralization  of  the  services  and policies  which has
allowed more accesibifity  to  public  services  in  spite  of  the
diffictulties  of  coordination  and planning.
a) The general policies  on public  services  show how there
is  a  tendency  to  decentralizaci6n  rrtrere  the  central
governnent  has conpetence in  planning and coordinationrwhile
the regional  authorities  have competences in  the  manageDent
of public  services.Local  governnent is  playing a groving role
in  education,health,housing  and social  services.
b) The policies  on specific  ltroups of population stros hov
the  central  governuent plays  a  role  of  coordination  of
initiatives  and  policies  vhose  conpetence  belogms  to
Autonorous covernments and the  sale  happens in  relation  to
specific  policies  o  national  plans  on
drugs,poverty,vocational  training  vhere  the  central
goverrrent  is  financing  and supporting regional policies-Ttris
very  positive  process of  decentralization  is  facing  no fesproblems of  coordination  and effectiveness  that  wilI  be
analized in  a specific  report  in  1992.CTTAPTER  7
coNcLusroNs1
1.
CONCLUSIONS.
The poli.tical  and scientific  debate.
The term rrsocial exclusionrr, which
secondary  importance  as  a  category  of
policy,  has gained ground in  1991 and
other  categories  such  as  those
narginal ization.
had been treated htith
analysis  in  social
has come to  enrich
of  poverty  and
we understand  that  this  usage is  a  positive  step  in
social  analysis:  first,  because it  broadens the  area  of
analysis  of  the  causes  and  effects  of  social  policy;
moreover,  it  goes  beyond the  binoninal  tern  economic
income/poverty  by  substituting  it  with  the  term
citizenship/social  exclusionl  finally,  because in  terurs of
the  designing of  social  policies  it  allows  us to  globalize
the  problens  of  socially  excluded grouPs or  groups  in  a
situation  of  risk-
During 1990-91 the  setting  up of  regional  proqraus of
minimum incone  for  social  integration  had polarized  the
debate on poverty  as to  capacity  of  this  systen to  actrieve
social  integration  or  shether  only  progr.rns of  vocational
training  vere  preferable.  In  1991 the  elinination  of  this
false  alternatiwe  has allosed the debate.rrong social  agents
and  politicians  to  acquire  tore  colplex  and  colplete
dinensions.why  has  this  false  polarization  between  social
integration  via  minirnum income or  social  integration  via
vocational  training  been overcorne? There are several  reasons
which have contributed  to  overcoming it:
a)  First,  the  fact  that  NGOs, labor  unions  and  social
Ieaders  have  shown the  Iimits  of  a  policy  of  social
integration  without  a systern of ninimum income as well  as the
lirnits  of  a systen of  mininurn income without  a set  of  viable
programs for  social  integration.
b)  Second, the  fact  that  the  vrorsening of  situations  of
social  exclusion  in  1991 (of  Gypsies,  drug  addicts  and
economic immigrants)  has  added  cultural  and  political
exclusion to econonric exclusion,  thereby globally  questioning
the essence of  the concept of  citizenship.
c)  Finally,  the  practical  advances in  progtrams of  social
action,  which  require  institutional  coordination  and social
participation,  carry  with  then  the  definition  of  a  Dore
conplex area  of  the  probleus  of  accessibility  of  social
velfare-
This broadening of the field  of debate concerning social
exclusion alloss  us to  go into  the neu problers of  the
Ielfare  State  in  Spain  in  depth:
universalization/effectiveness,  generalization/internal
differentiation,'  in  the neu objectives of  poficy  againstsocial  exclusion:  the exclusion of  ethic  ninorities,'colored
irnnigrants,  immigrants in  general,  people from rural  areasi
and  in  the  neqt  institutional  problerns:  to  broaden
institutional  and  social  coordination  and  expand  the
development of  volunteer  organizations.
2.  The effectiveness  of  social  policy  with  respect  to
social  exclusion.
During  the  eighties  and rnainly  from  L989 vte have
witnessed the continuation  of the process of universalization
of  the  welfare  State  in  Spain and of  the  expansion of  the
field  of  action  of  social  services.  Thus, we should point  out
different  advances such as the  following:
(1)  Regarding the policy  of  incone: the  passing of  the
Iaw  of  Non-Insurance  Pensions  in  December 1990,  the
developnent of  prograns of  nininun  incone in  the  Autonomous
Comnunities, the expansion of assistance benefits  coveraqe to
the  unemployed,  the  changes  in  the  protection  of
children.Annex II  shoss clearly  the trends in the coveraqe of
social  benefits:  the index of  number of recipients  of  mininum
benefits  just  has nultiplyed  three  tines  betveen 1983 and
1,991 because of  the  growing nunber of  elderly  people  and
assistance unemployed and then the rates  of  take up of  means
tested  benefits.(2')  Concerning the  policy  ot  social  services:  the
extension of  the network of  social  services  and of  hone help
at  rnunicipal level  are the nost important changes.
(3)- with  respect to  the  policy  of  social  integration:
the development  of  nechanisms or national  global  programs to
fight  the  social  exclusion  of  drugaddictsrwornen  and youth
that  inprove the coordination  of  social  policies.
AIso the  policy  of  pronotion  and support  of  NGOS that  are
developing activities  for  social  insertion.
(4)  In  regard  to  the  policy  of  preferential  welfare
services:  the expansion of schooling  and the reinforcenent  of
the  role  of  vocational  training;  regarding  health,  the
continuation  of  the extension of  the  nes tlpe  of  basic  care
to  irnprove the quality  of  universalization  of  health  system.
All  of  these  are  exanples of  the  advances in  the
universalization  and extension of  social  rights.  But their
effectiveness  depends on  the  capacity  of  access to  the
services  and  benefits  of  the  tfelfare  State,  on  the
sufficiency  of  these services and benefits,  on the  capacity
for  coverage of  needy groups and on  the  nobilization  of
social  groups and volunteer organizations in the construction
of  social  uelfare-
Fron  this  point  of  vieu,  the  analysis  of  the
effectiveness  of  the  process of  universalization  shoss us
?asome linits  and insufficiencies  that  bte can sunmarize from in
the  follovring  waY:
(a)  concerning  the  policy  of  incornes: the  Iaw of  non-
insurance  pensions  of  1990  nissed  the  opportunity  to
establish  a  national  systetn  of  incornes  for  social
integration,  not only  for  the  sick  and the elderly  but  also
for  all  those  of  working  a9e, especially  if  we take  into
account the  growing lirnits  that  the  Autonornous  connunities
are showing in  the  developrnent of  their  prograrns of  rninimun
incone;  the  irnprovement  of  financial  benefits  for  pensions
and  unernployment still  has  to  reach  a  higher  level  of
sufficiency  in  order  to  surpass  the  linits  of  nere
subsistence,  although  there  exists  the  lirnit  of  the
contributive  system of  the  Social  security;  unernployment
coverage , which inproved and very extended in  1991, is  still
insufficient  given  the  rate  of  long-tern  unenployrnent and
nainly  the effects  of  tenporary hiring;  while  the  new system
of  farnily  protection  etas a  big  step  forward reqarding  the
protectionofchildren,therigidincornelinitrequiredfor
qualification  should be elirninated  in  order  to  facilitate
elegibility,  and the tax deductions according to  incorne level
should  be  nodified.  As  in  other  European countries  the
extension  of  assistance  benefits  in  spain  has  been nade
partially  at  the  expense of  the  intensity  of  protection'
(b)  Regarding the policy  of  socio-labor  integration  in
favor  of  self-autonomy, we rnust adnit  the  persistence  of  a
79high rate  of  unernployment,  although reduced in  1990-91, but
above aIl  social  instability  brought  about  by  temporary
hiring  which in  1990-91, affected  a third  of  the  work force
and  40.82 in  1,991 of  the young workers between the  ages of
L6  and  25.  I{ith  respect  to  vocational  training,  the
agreements between the  covernment and the  Labor Unions in
1991 nay nake training  more accessible to  the most excluded
groups and to  the  real  needs of  conpanies under the  second
Plan for  Vocational Training which has just  gotten under way.
(c)  Concerning the policy  of  social  services  we should
point  out  that  the  extension  of  the  network  of  social
services  and the potential  in  coordination  that  it  supposes
seems to  benefit  fundamentally the general population  and to
a lesser  degree the  socially  excluded groups that  get  with
nore difficulties  to  centers offering  servicesl  however, we
shal,l, have to wait  for  the evaluation of the Social Report of
the  netrirork of  the  Concerted Plan  of  Municipal  Social
Services  in  1992 to  confirm  this  hypothesis  or  not.  The
extension of  horne help over the  last  fehr years is  going to.
require  improved  coordination  and  new  types  of  more
qualitative  benefits.
(d)  In  regard to  the policy  of  coordination  and social
integration  there is  evidence of progress in  the coordination
of policies,  through national  gtobal programs (on drug abuse,
for  women and for  youth)  and the  developrnent of  volunteer
organizations;  nevertheless,  in  I991- the  deveJ-opment of
80volunteer  groups  was  stitl  very  dependent upon  public
administration,  and the  policies  of  social  integration  have
taken a  step  backwards concerning two collectives:  Gypsies
and drug addicts;  on the other  hand, there  has been positive
progress  in  the  social  integration  of  foreign  irnmigrants,
thanks to  cooperationbetween  the  Government and NGOs.
(e)  with  respect  to  the  policy  of  sectoral  lvelfare
services,  having achieved universal  basic  education we are
faced with  the  problen  of  academic failure  on the  part  of
socially  rejected  groups,  a  problem which  requires  the
reinforcernent  of  compensatory  education  and  better
coordination  to  achieve this  goal.  In  the area of  health,  in
1990 a  national  system was created  for  universal  public
heatth care which would foster  basic assistance by including
specific  programs for  women, social  work and mental health.
The problerns of  effectiveness  of  this  system are  those of
accessibility  (geographical accessibility  or the existence of
centers  for  basic  assistance)  and equity  (neasurable only
through health  surveys, since the rates  of  death and illness
do not  include  socio-econornic criteria)  if  we bear in  mind
that  the  public  health  systen  reinforces  already  existing
social  inegualities  rather  than  crating  nevr ones in  our
society.  Regarding housing policy,  we should pooint  out that
in  1991 it  became the  number one national  problen:  access to
housing is,  at  present,  a  serious  problen.  The failure  of
Iiberalizing  policies  led  to  an extensive debate before the
neu Plan for  Housing 1992-95. our evaluation  is  that  the  new
81plan  has taken  positive  steps  from  the  point  of  view  of
denand to  facilitate  buyingl  however, it  does not  undertake
an active  policy  of  providing  social  housing on  the  part  of
public'adninistration,  a  situation  which could  once aqain
lead to  the social  failure  of  the plan.
3. Fron the analysis of effectiveness  of  social  accessibility
in  the  Spanish  system of  welfare  vte  can  deduce sone
significant  consequences for  the  development of  policies  of
social  integration.  These can be tentatively  summed up as the
following  three:
(a) Fron the political  point  of view of  social  policy  in
Spain, not only rnust the policy  of  coverage continue in  order
to  deal  with  the  rnost obvious  gaps  in  social  welfare
(unemploynent,  access to  employnent and housing),  but  also
its  effectiveness  rnust be  broadened  (sufficient  income,
elegibility  of  less  inforrned and socially  excluded groups);
this  lack  of  effectiveness  has led  to  a  Social  Assistance
State which is  incomplete and, at  some levels,  inadequate.
(b) Fron the ideological  point  of view it  seems that  the
Spanish yrelfare system and Spanish society  in  general show a
certain  resistance  tor,rards the  social  integration  of  those
who are different  (ethnic rninorities  and colored innigrants)
and those htho are far  away (rural  areas of  subsistence).  Any
progress in  social  integration  policies  must be based on the
reinforcernent and extension  of  social  citizenship  frorn  a
6Zpluralistic  point  of  view  and in  alI  its  dimensions.  We
believe  that  this  aspect,  at  present,  is  vital.
(c)  Fron the institutional  point  of view, the advance of
social  policy  depends to  a large  extent  on coordination  and
participation.We  can deduce that  in  those areas where there
has been institutional  coordination  and the participation  of
volunteer  groups we have a  guarantee of  progress  in  the
development of  social  policy  and in  the fight  against social
exclusion.  The continuation  of  negotiated cooperation arnong
the  different  levels  of  government  and  the  active
participation  of  NGos are  stnecessary  conditions  for  the
developnent of  social  rights.
ii
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83ANNEX ITABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION  OF FUNCTIONAL INCOUE AT DISPOSAL INCLUDING
socIAL  BENEFITS  (8  /National  Income at  Disposal)
Year Wages Profits Social Benefits
t 980-
198L
L9a2
L983
1984
1985
1986
t9a7
1988
1990
39.27
38.60
37.24
36.7 L
33.42
33. 06
33 .64
34.36
34.25
33.38
44.42
47.44
48.40
48.07
50.93
51. 01
50. 50
49.72
50.20
50.23
12.3L
13 .56
L4.32
15.21
L5.25
L5.92
15.86
L5.92
15. 56
16. 38
Source: R.Muffoz del  Bustillo.1992.
TABLE 2
DISTRTBUTIOI| OF FA}IILY INOOIiE AT DTSPOSAL  BY DECILES
Year  1
1970 r.44
L974 L-76
t9ao 2-4L
l-9a6 2-61
'-9a7 
2.70
1988 2-63
L9a9 2-59
t990 2-9(J
23
3.13  4.31
3.18  4-47
3-98  5.20
4-2a  5.61
4-35  5.63
4.31  5.63
1.29  5-66
4-44  5.7L
45
5-29  6-12
5.11  6.34
6-3L  7 -14
5.83  7-92
6.81  7 -9L
5-91  8-09
6.93  8.08
6.90  a.O'l
674
', -9.J 8.59  9.90
8-(}4  9.06 1('.09
a.ao 10.01 11-53
9-23 LO-65 L2.59
9.15 1(,.73 L2-5('
9-39 LO-'t3 1'2-60
9.36 LO.72 12.53
9-30 10-a2 t2-64
9to
L2-26 10.76
L2-3a 39-57
15.05 29.23
L5-72 24-44
L5-12 21 -74
15.68 23-97
15.58 24.22
t5-42 23-'rA
Source: flE,Parily  Budgets Survey 1974 anal lgal.PenanenE
Eururvey on Fanily  Budgets 1986' !98'r'L988,1989, 199().TABLE  3
ASSTSTANCE  ECONOI{IC  BENFITS (1990-91)
genef i.t Monthly
amount
I  /Mininun
Wage
Beneficiaries  Spending
Millions
].. ASSISTANCE
PENSIONS
.  FAS
.  LISMI
.  Non-Insu.P.
Total
22 . roa
22 . LO8
26 . ooo (2)
342.O59
2L4.2s7 (L)
_ 13.645(3)
569.951,
105.861
64 .7 47
776
L7 L.344
42 .2
42.2
48.8
2 . UNEMPLOMENT
BENEFITS
.  Assistance
. Agrarian
. V.Training
Total
8.37.507
8.37.507
37.5o7 (41
508.540
294 .677
4 15. 400
r .2ta .6]-7
22a.AOO
130.500
74.977.4
434.277 .a
75.O
75.O
75.O
3 . ASSISTANCE
LEVEL OF
S. SECURITY
.  lilinirnun complements
.  Special Fanily
allowances  1.O5o
.  Fanily  B.  3.ooo(s)
.  Allolrances
for  Handica.3.ooo(6)
.  higrants  B.
Total
2.44L.065
426.956
2O1. 153 (7)
4.L97
3.O73.371
4t-7.130
e. 118
6.639.2
11.5
424 -542
4 . l,IINIULrll INCOIIIE
FOR SOCIAL
TNTEGRATToN  30.OOO(8) 20.Lt4 5-222.L
s.CTITIER BENEFITS
.  S.Security
.  tocal  Governments
.  NG'OS
TotaI
922 -3 (e'
1-2oo(10)
1.5oo ( 11)
3.622 -3_
TO|rAL l+2+3+4+5
Source: oun calculations
4.461.949  1.O33.425.1(1)  Pais Vasco in  not  included
(2)  Non Insurance Pensions has started  in  March 1991.
(3)  March to  September  1991.
(4)  Being less  25 years old  the benefit  is  les  than 75t -.
(5)  starts  in  1991 substituting  special  fanily  alowances.
(6) This systern is  substituted  by the fanily  allownces of  1990
non insurance pension law.
(7)  Pais vasco is  not  included.
(8)  Mean estirnated.
(9)  special  benefits  for  elderly  and handicapped people.
(10)Estitnation:  38 of local  government social  services spending.
(11) Estimation.
TABLE 4
ASSISTANCE PENSIONS IN SPAIN IN  1990
tar'
1. FAS
TotaL
80+
Chronic Sicks
Elderly
2. LISt{I .
Total
65+
18-65
TOTAL 1+2
3.NO INST'RANCE
PENSIONS I,AIf
Total
Chronic Sicks
Elderly
TOTAL I+2+3
4L't -594
82.809
13.691
LL3.327
34. O99
55.915
4.952
50.963
L34.724
26.A  250.311  73.2  342.O59
80. 193  93 .884
3A.2  70. 138  61.8  113 .465
1.6.9  167.983  83. 1  202.O42
26.L  L58.342  73.9  2L4.257
6.2  75.aL2  93.8  ao.764
3A.2  82.530  61.8  133.493
556.316
13 .64s ( 1)
1. 304
'-2-34r
569.961
SourcC: Anuario EstadLsticas Laborales and INSRSO-
(1)  Harch to  Septenber  1991.TABLE 5
MTNTMUM CONTRIBUTIVE  PENSTONS
Pension  Number A /Total 8/ pension Monthly
type  mean.
Ptas
Total
SociaI
Security
Pensions
Ilandicap.  4OA.I42
Retired  I.L29.627
Widows  793.272
Orphans  95.551
Others  L4.473
L6.72
46 .27
32.50
3.9L
o.60
25.46
39.80
50.54
58.31
54.76
10.903  L. 578. t 7b
L2.599  2.A37.A62
L3.074  L.566.4L7
6.254  163.464
5.433  26.429
TOTAL 2-44L.065  39.54 t2.L79  6.172.744
Source: Informe Economico Financiero de la  Seguridad  Social.
Figures 31-12-90.
TABLE 6
COVERAGE OF THE [,NEUPLOYI{ENT  PROTECTIoN SYSTEIII
Year Number Contributive  Assistance  Coverage
Gross
t
Net
L9A2
1943
1985
1947
1989
1990
1991
568.806
5]-9.425
585. 265
439.4L4
426.aOO
503.637
616 - 159
lo5-997
114.111
502.305
673 -572
746. OOO
803.217
811.831
674.4O3
633.537
1. O87 . 570
1. 112 - 9a6
L.t72.900
1. 306.854
L.427.99tJ
33.5  47 .7
26.3  3a - 8
32-4  44.4
2a-9  43.9
34.1  49.3
42.9  59.1
51.9  67 -O
Source:Boletin de Estadisticas  tabora-les
Gross coverage:
Beneficiaries  excluded partial  unenplolment
assistance for  casual agricultural  uorkers
and  special
x  l-OO
Registered unenployed
Net coverage:
Beneficiaries  excluded partial  unemplonent and  special
assistance for  casual agricultural  vorkeri
j.lo"o.rrr..=
Source:Boletin de Estadisticas  Laborales.
aaTABLE 7
UNEMPLOYMENT  COVERAGE  EFFECTIVENESS(I)
Coverage
Total
-  3 months  L9.2
3-6 months  L8.7
6-9 nonths  15.6
Contribu.  Assist.
29 .7  8.9
22.5  15. O
L4.4  18.8
Total  Contribu.  Assis.
2L.3  31.5  10.4
20.5  25.O  L5.7
15. 1  L4.5  L5.7
f,ess f  year 57.O  77.3  81.3 69.0  57.O 56. L
Gross
Coverage
CCAA
TotaI
Under
mean rate
Andalucia
Asturias
Castilla  y
Le6n
Extremadura
Galicia
llurcia
Pais Vasco
Arag6n
Baleares
Canarias
Cantabria
castilla  llancha
Catalufra
Valencia
liadrid
Navarra
Rioja
1989
34. 08
26. L7
29.20
3L.44
25.50
3'-.47
25-16
33.35
36.64
42.37
35.15
36-32
39.80
44.33
3s. 17
44. 13
42.43
56.55
1990
42.97
33.44
35. 01
39.35
30.87
39. 10
35. 18
38. 07
45.89
54. 09
47.52
44.13
47.52
50.64
14.9L
52.44
51.39
68.66
l_991
51.93
42.L5
38.46
45.94
35. 04
47.04
49.75
44.24
58.60
68.66
54.29
52.34
57.23
73 -54
53.81
62.47
58. a4
76.90
sourc  ticas Iaborales.TABLE 8
UNEMPLOYED  AGRARTAN  WORKERS WITH ASSISTANCE  BENEFITS.  1990
Andalucia
Extremadura
Men
Worn€n
Age
16-19
20-24
25-54
54+
Monthly
worked
days
l-6-19
20-24
25-54
55+
Total
257.554
37. O19
160.800
L33.877
L7.668
50.646
L87.364
38.986
Less 3 days  3 days +
LL.47L  6.L97
31..981  t-8.66s
116.045  7L.329
25.750  13-236
185.248  LOg.427
Source: Anuario de Estadisticas  Laborales  tg90.
TABLE 9
I.{INII.IUI.I  INCOHE TON SOCffi-TF-NCNAIION ACCORDTNG TO FAI,IILY SIZE IN SOT'E ATITONOI{OUS REGIONS
Pais Vasco
Cataluia
Andalucia
lfavarra
Cantabria
lladrid
567
57  60  63
49  52  55
47  51  54
50  5()  50
50  so  50
54  5a  62
Ingreso radrilefro  de integraci6n.
1
30
33
31
33
30
33
2
39
38
35
38
35
41
34
45  51
42  46
39  43
43  4a
40  45
46  50
9()MINIMUM  TNCOME
TABLE 10
FOR SOCIAL INTEGRATION (*)
Regions
ila;lucla  -
Asturias February 91
August 91.
Septenber  91,
July  91
August  9L
Septenber 91
october 91.
July  91
october 91
August 9l-
October 91
250. O
60. 3
532
188.2
233.7
1..850
57 .4
1..810.8
3.O
95. O
331.7
60. o
N. Beneficiarles Spending uaEe
Castilla  la  Mancha
Castilla  y  Le6n
cataluna
Euskadi
Extrernadura
Madrid
Murcia
Navarra
PaLs Valenciano
La Rioja
1. 155
375
223
954
L. L97
4.954
302
7.O52
87
465
1.809
140
TotaI 20.Lr4 5.472. l. (nillions  Ptas)
source: UGT
(*)  The minimum incorne is  not applied because of  different
reasons in Cantabria,Galicia, Baleares,Arag6n'
TABLE 11
NI,'IIIBER OF RECIPIENTS OF I'{INIUUU BENEFITS AND RATES OF TAKE I'P
l'.Social  Assistance
unemployed:  (1)
-  I  /total  unenPloYed
vith  social  benefits
.8/totalunenPloYed
without  social  benefits
2.Assistance  Pensions
.  *  I  potential
recipients
(estination!
3-llinimun incole  for
Integration
1949 1990 199I
745.97L  aO3.2L7 827.469
1986
595.845
42.O
24.6
54. O
38-O
6t-4  5'l .t
41.4  45.2
351.78O  486-254  569-961581.518(3)
55. O 80- o 87.0  90.0
2f).LL4
3-4(21
(r)  rggr third  tern
(2) January to  SePteDber.
(3) FAS november 1991.
91TABLE 12
EVOLUTION  OF MINIMW INTERPROFESSIONAL  WAGE
urchasing
Pohrer
1980
198 1
1982
1983
1984
198 5
1986
L9a7
1988
1989
1990
199 1
LO.2
L2.5
11.0
13.1
8.O
7.O
8.O
5.O
4.5
6.O
7.L
6.5
15. 6
14.5
L4.4
12.2
11.3
8.8
8.8
5.3
4.8
6.8
6.7
5.7
-  5.1
-  t.2
-  2.9
o.97
-  2.9
-  r.6
-  o.7
-  o.3
-  1.3
-  o.75
o.37
o.81TABLE ],3
VALUE OF-MINIMUM  BENEFITS
L.Social  Security minimun benefits:
*  Incorne FaniliY
per capita at
disposal
Single retited  65+  67 .9  63. O  63 - O
Couple 65+  75.6  74.1  74.2
Sing1e retired  -65  59.2  54.9  55.0
couple -65  66.2  64.8  64.9
Widow 55+  5t.7  57.3  58.2
Widow -  65  44.7  4L.4  44.3
Total  nurnber recipientsz  2.44L.065
2.  Assistance pensions:
89  90
34.8  34.9
Total  number reciPients:  555.316
3.  Assistance benefits  for  unempl'oyed:
89 87
3 /Mininun wage
87  89  90
74.9  77.4  7A.A
83.4  91.1  92.7
65.4  67.5  68.8
73.O  79.7  81. L
57 .L  70.5  72.4
49.3  50.9  53 .3
89  90
42.A  43.6
a7  89  90
75.O  75.O  75-O
a7
58.3
89  90
52.3  51. 4
Total  number reciPients:  803.217-
TABLE 14
IJNEI{PLOYMENT:  EVOLUTION AND CHAR,ACTERISTICS
1990 199 1
TotaI
t6-24
55+
Total  Rate
16-24/Total
Women rate
Unemployed  1
Unenployed  2
1980
1.482 . 100
807.800
96.200
11.5
52.2
t2.a
year +  32.9
year +  1O.5
1985
2 .970.800
L.4L2.200
199.200
2L.9
47 .5
25.4
56. 8
34 .4
2.44L.200  2.480.Ooo
978.300  92L,300
152 .500
16.3  16.4
40.0  37.L
24.2
49. O  51. O
30.3  32.O
Sour:ce: Labour Force Survey.INE.Economic sector
TABLE 15
TEMPORARY  JOBS
L987 l_989 1-991
Agriculture
fndustry
Construction
Services
TotaI
51.8  51.9
24 .9  26.a
53.5  54.4
26.4  24.9
30.3  32.3
38 .2
L3.6
33.8
L7.2
18. 5
49.L
23 .4
51.4
24 .4
24.2
Total tenporary  jobs
Total  l-ess 25 years
? less  25 years
40.79
L.478.700 2.395.900
705.400 1.023.600
47.L  42.7
2.4o9.900  3.o27.400
l,.t-65.100  1.235.OOO
4L.46
Sour  s.
TABLE 16
EI,TPLOYUENT CREATION PROGRAMII{ES
Tenporary jobs
Part-tine  jobs
Learning jobs
For 45+ age
Handicapped
Training  jobs
Others
1986
556. 594
t77 .449
a6 .67 6
9.503
3.755
161. 121
416.006
1990
t. L69 .662
409.833
zLO.L2a
8.870
3.941
302.240
2L2 .677
1991
L.I42.774
470.4a4
262.44I
7.397
3.980
369.225
TOTAL 1. 391. 104 2.3L7.35L  2.257 .LOa
source: Anuario de EstadisticeE LeEd-Ies.TABLE  17
pRopoRTroN  OF', UNEMPLOYED RECEMNG  BENEFTTS  (199L)
TotaI
16-19
20-24
Months
369L2
14.s  10.3  10.O  10.1
25.7  22.r  19.5  L7.7
1.8.2  L6.2  L5.2  14.6
L2+  Total
51.0  Loo
I4.9  100
35.8  10C
source: Anuario de Estadisticas  Laborales
TABLE  18
ACCIDENTS AT WORK
1983 1986 1989 1.990 1991
Total  number  654.254  634-2a2 L-L76-37o
Deaths (1)  411  428  1-438
Accidents rate  x  10OO 45.1  43-9  66.2
Accidents in
casualty  list  (2):
.  Total  49L.666 47L-449 646.L42
.  Permanent workers  29L.479
.  Temporary workers  3O4-79L
.  No classified  49.9L2
.  Rate permanent w.  4-5
.  Rate temporary h,.  l2-'l
.  Total  rate  in
casualty  list  4.5  4.3  7 -3
L.232.853 1.223.OL9
L.446  L.379
68 . 6  56.9
696.703  588.535
296.309  2A9.966
351.851  357 .472
48.533  40.697
4.6  4.5
L2.5  LL.82
7.5  7.3
source: Anuario Estadisticas  Laborales
(1) Accidents in itinere  are not included.
izi  acciaents registered in casualty lists-
ihe increasing of number of accidents during the last years is
due to partially  rnethodological  changes.TABLE 19
VOCATIONAL TRAINING  PROGRAI'{MES
1983  1986  1,989  1990  L991
Total  nurnber  73.599  L79.43L  300.540  3O3.729 328.O38
Young people and
long-tern
unenployed  162:773  1.61 .35O  164.509
Rural workers and
redundant workers  46.947  32.673  29.O]-s
Autonomous workers,
factory  workers
and others  9O.82O t09.7OG L29.L74
Nunber with  positive
evaluation(1.)  67.568  168.325 2a3.246  2a6.3a6  3I2.23L
? with  positive
evaluation  91.9  93.8  94 .Z  94 .3  g5.2
8 in  training/
unenployed  3. t5  6.50  11.73  t2 .3  14. 3
Source: own elaboration on Anuario ae ffi (1)  Positive  evaluation  means to  get a certificate.
TABLE 20
EIjROPEAN SOCIAL FUND FOR TRAINING  PROGRAI.0{ES
1,986  L9a7  1988  1,989  1990
-Total
beneficiaries  520.7O0  662.3OO 51.4.8OO 4LZ.OOO 5O2.tOO Training  4O1.7OO 469.OOO 377.600  302.9OO  415.4OO
New jobs  119.OOO 193.3OO  L37.2OO 114.tOO  86.7OO
-Training
grants:
young people  313.5O0  356.OO0 268.2OO  198.ZOO l-93.tOO adults  85.400  ltt.ZOo  1o7.600  LO3.LOO  222.3OO
Source: Anuario de Estadisticas  Laborales.TABLE 21
RATES OF EDUCATION  COVERAGE
A9e
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
to
11
L2
13
L4
15
15
L7
r.980-81
4.O
L5.2
67.7
92.L
100
94.2
a3 .4
58.5
51.8
45.L
1984-85
4.6
15.9
77.2
99.5
100
98.5
87.2
73.4
58.4
50.7
1985-88
4.5
L7.A
90. 6
100
100
100
100
43.4
63.9
56. O
ivo. 1989 .
TABLE 22
FAILT'RE  AT SCHOOLII REPE,ATING  YEAR
Year  Center
Ll2 Public
Private
Total
31415  PubIic
Private
Total
617 18  Public
Private
Total
Total Public
Private
TotaI
4.4  5.4
2.3  2 .5
3.6  4.5
Boys
6.3
2.4
5.2
7.3
3.0
5.9
14. O
6.7
11.5
9.5
4.4
7.4
Gi'rIs Total
5.4
2.7
4.4
10. 6
5.6
8.6
7.L
3.8
5.8
6.4
2.9
5.2
L2.4
6.1
10. 1
8.4
4.L
6.8
source: rrEl sistema educativo espanol'rcrDE,  l-988.TABLE 23
SECoNDARY ScHooL: RATE OF LEAVING UP
Level  At the begining  At the  end of  TOTAL
of  the year  the year
A) Vocational
Training  1
Vocational
Training  2
TotaI
B) Secondary
9.4
6.5
4.2
L2.9
Lt.2
L2.2
5.4
8.5
22.3
L7 .7
20.4
7.O
L3.2
School (BUP/COU)  1. 5
TOTAL a + b 4.6
Educaci6n,1988.
TABLE 24
ADULT  EDUCATION  YEAR 1987/88
TOTAL  Total  Uen  Women
276.026  L27.O89  L4A.937
Acadernic  Area  2O4.232  101.3O5  LOz.926
Cultural  Area  50.795  ]-6.470  34.325
Vocational Tr.Area  20.ggg  9.313  11.08G
Source:  Bstadistj.ca de la  Ensenanza en Espana,1987l8A.
98TABLE 25
EDUCATION  GRANTS:  COST AND NT'UBER
Year Public  Spending
(Mi I lions)
t  Ps/Total
Spending Education
Number grants
t52.269 L9a2
198 3
1984
1985
1986
t9a7
1988
1989
6.479
8.631
t L.849
17.863
29.546
38.904
47.O45
53.561
t.27
L.29
L. 54
2.06
2.94
3.60
3.52
3 .42
zLa.456
25t.595
3aL.24A
473.347
565. 166
583. 035
622.OOO
ffiirnativo  Ministerio de Educaci6n.A9e
TABLE 26
ILLITERATE PEOPLE (t)
Total  l{ale  Fenale
Total
10-14
L5-24
25-44
45-64
65+
3.90  2.33  5.38
0.90  0.92  0.88
0.66  0.66  0.66
1.38  1.06  L.70
5.55  3.56  7.43
L2.93  7.22  16.83
source: INE.Padr6n de Habitantes 1986.
TABLE 27
FI,,NCTIONAL  ILLITERACY !  PEOPLE 15 <.ILLITERACY TN SOIiIE
REGIONS
IlTffiacyTnsorn!--nEsio-n-i------run-cEi5fr-if  -rf f ifer-aE]Tf ----
Total  national  3.9O  Total
Extremadura 7.56  t5-24
Castilla  Ia Mancha  7.3O  25-44
34.7  (21
L3.72 (3)
27.06
54-77
64.42
Andalucla
Canarias
Murcia
Valencia
7.O3  45-64
5.76  65 +
4.55
4.26
Source: INE.PaClrOn  ale Habitantes 1986. (1) Functional illiteracy:  itliterates  + without studies. (2) t  /total  population.
(3) t  /each population group.
looTABLE 28
NATIONAL  HEALTH SYSTEM:  COVERAGE
A) Working people
Beneficiaries
other groups
Beneficiaries
Total
B) Pensioners
Beneficiaries
other grouPs
Beneficiaries
Total
Total A + B
t  Coverage
t3.945.2L3
L6.524 .464
352.L93
417.333
3L.239 .203
5.773.L70
2 .435.607
L46.427
6L.775
I .4L6.979
39. 656. 182
99.5
source: -EoletIii
1991. ltinisterio
Inf-orneEvo Te  La Seguridad social. september
de Trabajo.
TABLE 29
TO|IAL SPET|DING Iil  HEALTII  (I/GDP)
Irublic Private  Total Average OECD
1945
L9a7
1988
1949
1990
1991
4 -70
4.80
5-09
5-23
5-27
5.34
L-75
1.58
1- 54
1.5t1
r-52
1.54
r.56
6.24
6-34
6- 63
6-75
6.81
6.90
7.4
7-4
7-6
,_"
cional
de SaI6d-Ju1Y,1991.TABLE 30
PUBLIC OPINION ON SPANISH  HEALTH SYSTEM
The National  Health Systenr is
working well.Small  reforms are necessary
Fundamental changes are necessary
The Health Systen must be reformed
entirelly.
NK/NA
source: comisi6n de Evaluaci6n sistema sanTt-iio  (rnforme Abril)
TABLE 31
HAALTH T.{EASURES
z
2L
49
2A
llen
Germany  zl.a
Belgiun  70.O
Dennark  71.8
Spain  74-O
France  72.O
Greece  72-2
Ireland  70.1
Italy  71.6
Luxenbourg  70-6
tfetherlands  73.5
Portugal  69.9
U-Kingdon  7I-9
17.3  2L.7
16.3  20.9
L7.4  2l-7
19.5  23-5
18.4  23 -7
:la.2  20.6
15.9  19.5
17.1  2I.5
16 - 4  2'--3
14.3  23.6
17.4  2t-2
16.8  2'--L
Life  Expectancy
At birth  At  60 +
Infant  Death
x  1OOO
o. 83
o.97
o.83
o.87
o.'t6
L.L7
o -74
o.96
o.93
r.L2
L-42
o.91
lYomen  t{en  tfonen
74.4
76-a
77.5
80. o
80. 3
76-6
't5.5
7a.I
77.9
80-1
76.9
77.6TABLE 32
SUBJECTIVEEVALUATIoNoFHEALTHBYINcoMEANDoccUPATIoN
Total  (27.756)
Monthly fani).y
Income:
> 50. oo0  (4.3L7)
s0-r.00.00o (7.91.7)
r.0o.000 <  (4.879)
NA  (10.644)
cood  Norrnal Bad
53.2  23.8  6.7
39 .4  35.7  13 . 8
55. 0  24.9  5.8
59.1  17 .7  3.2
54.8  20.A  6.0
Very bad  NA
L.4  0. 6
3.O  0.6
1.3  0.5
0.8  0. 6
L.2  0.5
Very good
14.3
7.5
L2.5
18.6
L6.5
occupation:
Uanagers
Staff
Qualified
No qualif.
Farmers
NA
5.347) 19.8
3.694) 17.1
7.139) 13.5
48s7 )  10.8
3.9O2) 11.8
2.818) 12.3
57 .5  18. O
57 .4  L9.6
55.6  25.5
51. 6  26.4
46.9  29.7
45-3  29.4
3.5
4.4
6.4
8.2
9.3
10. 3
o.8
0.8
1.6
2.O
1.6
l_. 8
o.5
o.7
0.6
0.6
o.6
o.6
r()3TABLE gs
HOUSING PIANS:  POLICIES lTD NESUIJTS
PTAI{  RESULTS
1984-87:
1984  30.OOO
1985  30.OOO
1986  30.OOO
1987  30.OOO
1988  15.OOO
1989  9.OOO
Total  1,14. OOO
Plan PfiOE
198{-87  !80.OOO
source: J.L.Paniaqua Caparr6g.
lt.039
28.603
13.150
9.L67
9.565
7.OOO
8t.524TABLE 34
HOUSING FINANCIAL DEBT IN MADRID REGION (1)
Total  financial  debt  (nillions)
Nurnber of  loans
Loand required  by the  bank
:IN
social  y  la  viviendar'.
(1)  Finlncial  debts with  Banco Hipotecario  de Espafra
(PubIic  Bank).
TABLE 35
puBlrc  SPENDTNG rN HOUSTNG (1987) (1)
9.924
5.479
4.369
l{illions  FF  */GDP
(Thousands
FF Fanily  t  aids  t
for  ouners
access
France  a7.3
Genany  LO? -7
U-Kingdol  136-8
Slnin  11. O
Itetherlands 35-3
Denrark  2t.l
usA  524.7
2-O
1.5
3.4
o.7
3-2
3-7
1-5
4000
4000
6500
1000
6000
9500
6000
47
50
59
95
39
72
al
52
42
64
75
43 -7
55. s
63.5
of  nes houses o urban renesval-
Source:Ingrreso  liadrileflo  de  Integfaci6n,tolo  s:rlra  exclusi6n
social  y  la  viviendat,1991-TABLE 36
NATIONAL  PLAN FOR HOUSING  r..992-95
A) ECONOMIC BENEFITS FOR HOUSTNG  ACCESS
Beneficiaries  Housing  Credit
size  rate
rent
Credit  Direct  Maximurn
coverage loan  prices
for
/selling
sR(2)
Incone 2.5
Minimun
Lrage
Rent  Bui.Ider
90 n2
Selling
P
4t  L5l  380.000
80?  25  year
price
Buyer
Builder  7.G
Millions
s8
(1)
uirri.
cR(3)
lrirri.
Income 5.5
tlininun
nage
First
access
3.5 nininun
ua9e
Rent
90 m2
Selling
90 [2
Builder
7*
Builder
7.s-L'.
10/1s 6eo.ooo
year
No  9.1
slLO 7 -r
80
70 s2 6.5
vPr(4)
HiTI.
Incone 5.5
nininun
uage
First
access
3-5
llinirur
gage
r2O 12  7-sllt no  l'a l,LllII-
6.5 5lLO  8-4Source:  R.D.1668/9L  15 Noviernbre(BOE 23-1I-9I)  -D.1932/9L  20
Dicienbre(BoE  14-1.-92).Mini.sterio  de  obras  publicas  y
Transporte.
(1)  VPo:State Granted Houses.
(2)  Special Sisten.
(3) General sisten.
(4) VPT: Housing with  assized price.
B) NUT.{BER OF UNITS AND COST
Type  1gs2  1993  ]-994  1995  L992-95  Public
spending
1.VPO
Special R.  7O0O
-  Selling  5O0o
-  Rent  2ooo
2.VPO
General R.455oo
-  Selling  445OO
-  lst
access (5000)
-  Rent  1000
3.VPT 24300
-  lst
access (2OOo)
4.Reform  75OO
5.TOTAL
HOUSING 843OO
6.Urban land
36800
t_4500  15soo
L1500  L2000
3000  3500
51500  44000
49000  41000
(85oo)  (85oo)
2500  3000
30000  29000
(4ooo)  (4ooo)
12500  13000
16000  53000
1 2000  40500
4000  12500
44000  1.85000
4t ooo 175500
(85oo) (3os00)
3000  9500
31200 114500
(5ooo) (15ooo)
14500  47500
108500 101500 105700 400000
40000  23000  3000 102800
LO424A
7 6AA6
27362
r 097 90
94964
( 382860
t4422
627tL
(26343)
17309
294059
148L3
TOTAL 1+2+3+4+5+6
icas  Y TransPortes-
308872TABLE 37
LEGALTZATION  PROCESS
BETWEEN  JUNE AND 1OTH
OF ILLEGAL INMTGRANTS
DECEI,{BER  1991
Applications
Resolved appl ications :
Positives
Negatives
Resignations
Positive  sent cards for  residence
liloroccans
Latinamericans
Chineses
Philippines
Polishes
others
L32.934
44.446
74.O22
7.L40
3.284
60.872
44.9
24.3
4.3
3.1
3.07
20.3
Foreign Population in  Spain:
Before legalization  After  legalization
Europe
America
Africa
Asia
oceanla
others
66. 30
19.74
6.32
7. 08
o.27
o.25
5L.67
2L.76
18.34
't.76
o.2a
o.19
Source: llr.nrsteri.o del Interiorrllinisterio  de Trabajo y Caritas
Espafrola.
l(}8ANNEX II
SOIIE TRENDS IN SOCIAL EXCLUSIONFIGURE 1:  TRENDS IN ANNUAL NWBERS OF RECIPIENTS  OF MINIT.{T,M
BENEFITS
Year  Total  Assistance pensions  Assistance  unemployed
Index
1 983  462.226  348. 115
L985  946.t39  350.255
1989 1 .228.L33  442.162
1,990 1 .36L.320  558. L03
1991 1.408.9A7  581.518
114.11L
595.884
745.97L
803.2L7
a27.469
100
204
265
294
305
as Laborales de Ia
Seguridad  Social.
FIGURE 2:  RATES OF TAKE UP OF' MEANS TESTED BENEFITS
Year  Assistance  pensions(1)  Assistance  unemployment(2)
1 984  55. O
1986  58. O
1989  80.0
1990  87. O
1991  90. o
16. L
24.6
38. O
4L.4
45.2
Source: (1)  Oetn estiuration.
(2)  own calculation.FIGURE 3:  TRENDS TN THE VALUE OF MINIMT,M  BENEFITS AS  A
PERCENTAGE  OF FAMILY  INCOME  PER CAPITA AT DISPOSAL.
Year  Assistance pensions  Assi.stance  unenplolnnent
1984  29.L  66.1
1986  33.1  60.9
1989  34.8  52.3
1.990  34.9  50.7
source: own calculation  on official  statistics.
FIGURE 4:  TRENDS IN THE PROPORTION  OF THE T'NEMPLOYED I{HO ARE NOT
RECEIVING UNEI.IPLOUENT  TNSURANCE  BENEFTT OR SOCIAL ASSTSTANCE
Year
198 3
L987
1989
1990
1991 ( 1)
26.3
24.9
34.1
42.8
5L.7
73.7
7L.l
65.9
57.2
48.3
Gross coverage  No receiving  benefits
Source: Own elaboration  on Boletin  Estadisticas  Laborales.
(1) Third  term 1991.
111FIGURE 5:  TRENDS IN  THE NI'MBER  OF
MINIMT'I{ BENEFITS.
ELDERLY PEOPLE RECEIVING
LISl,tr(2)  NCP(3) Year
1983  La6.27A
1986  170.603
1989  219.088
1990  264.L24
1ee1 (1)  275.9L2
Total ( 1+2+3 ) FAS(1)
La6.27A
L70.296
160.900
161.200
15s. 602
1. 307
s8. 188
LO2.224
LO?.969 L2.34t(2)
.Figures of  Fas Pensions
November  1991.
(2)  No Contributive  Systen(NCS):March  to  Septenber  1991'
FIGURE 6:  INTRANATIONAL  TJNEMPLOYUENT  RATES
for
TotaI
Agrarian regions
Andalucia
Extrenadura
Castilla  y  Le6n
castilla  la  Mancha
Galicia
Industrial  regions
Pais vasco
Madrid
Catalonia
1983
L7.3
13 .8
L6.4
t3.7
14.5
9.9
20.2
L7.6
2L.5
1986
2L.5
L6.2
24.5
18.3
L5.7
13.5
24.L
20. 1
21 .6
1989  1990
L7 .3  16.3
2'7.O  25.6
26.4  24 .5
14. 1  13. O
L6.7  15.3
L2.L  L2.O
19.6  18.8
13.3  L2.5
14.3  L2.7ANNEX III
POLICIES AGAINST SOCIAL EXCLUSIONActors
Policy  Area
l.Income and
consunption
2. SociaI
Security
3. Education
4. hpl-oynent
Training
5.lforking
conditions
6.  Housing
T.Health
8.Social
services
THE CAST OF ACTORS
TABLE 1:  GENERAL POLICIES
Governnent Regions
(1)
General planning
Art. 149 , 1, 13 !
Basj"c legislation
and economic
managenent
Art.149, t,L7t
Basic legislation
of  prinarY  and
secondary school.
Academic degrees
Total  competence
Art.149,1r7.
Total  conpetence
Art.149r1r7.
Coordination
financing
Coordination
Art.149r 1,161
Pronotion
Coordination
Promotion  and
perforrnance  --
in the franework
of national policY
Uanagenent of
social services
Uanagement of
services education'
according to
Regional Laws  CooPeration
in  the
managenent
Particilntion
in Planning
llanageuent
of  sone
prograDmes
llanageDent
Corpetence  Prorotion
in  territorial  ranagelent
and urban
planning
Total  colpetence
ArE.148' 1' 3.
Corlntence  in  DeveloPrent
health  basic centres
llanagerent
Total corpetence Prorotion
Art- 148, 1r2O.  llanageLent
Local
(21Concerted Plan
for  Basic Rendering
Social  Services
fron  1989
of  social
servicesin
torrns of
20.000
inhabitants
and +
(1)  In  or
Government and  Autonornous Governments there  are  General Conferences(Conferencias  Sectoriales),contracr:'ing  out
agreements.The  new Regional  Agreenent of  2A February  I9g2 increases the legar  competences for  no historical  regioris(  the majority  of  then).
(2) According to  the Law 7/Lg8S,2 April,  the Municipalities  can develop- many competences  delegated or  agreed by  Central  and Regional Governments.
(3)  The  NGOs can  develop  different  activities  through col-raboration  Agreements (Acuerdos de  coraboraci6n)  witrr different  levels  of  qovernrnent.
r15TABLE 2:  GENERAL  POLICIES ON SPECIFIC  POPULATION  CATEGORIES
1 . Women
2 . ElderIy
3.PeopIe with
disabilities
4.Young people
5.Migrants and
ethnic  minor.
6. Travellers
and Gypsies
Regional  Local  Others
(1)  (3)  (4)
Regional  some  Conference
Plans for  Programmes of  Wonen
asociations
Specific  SPecific  Rising of
Programmes Programmes NGos
C. Governnent
(1)
National  PIan
for  Women
Gerontolgy
PIan
Programme
at  National
LeveI
National Plan
for  Youth
Programne for
Refugees
Plan for
Gypsies
Regional
programmes
-  Coordination
of  NGOS
Some Regional  -  conference
plans  of  NGOS
Some  some  NGos
programmes Programmes for
ior  cypsies  ior  Gypsies
travellers
;i6;;E;ii-.iiit"ts  (Art.- L4s''-,fconstitution  1e78) thrguqh
fa€ionat plans, programes, f inancirrg a1d coordination. Gerontology
plan  is  nade and Jaiting-to  pass in  the tlinisters  Council-
izi  r"qi"nal  covernmen€s  have exclusive  authority  in  social
services-
(3)Local Goverrrnent  rrust render social  services  olrligatory  in
iuiricipafities  of  2o-ooo and nore inhabitants  (tav  7lr9a5l'
(at  NdOs are  playing  an  increasing  role  as  instrurents  for
i.ira.ri"q  =o.li.f  iervices  contfacted  out  vith  Public
Adlinistiations  and as  reans  of  coordination  ttre  policies
ofvelfare  betueen then and vith  public  sector'
ltre  lain  changes fror  1980 have been: the  process of
decentralization  of  social  services  fror  Central Governrent  to
Regions(  frol  rgao  to  1986)  and  fron  Regions  fror
.11ii.ipifities(  198? onuards) and the  rising  up of  lf6'9s fror
1987 in  yhe production of  uelfare-TABLE 3:  SPECIFTC  POLICIEg
Governrnent  Regional  Local  Others
l.NationaI  Plan
on Drugs  Coordination  Management  Some  Coordination
and finance  of  regional  prograrnmes of  NGOs
plans on  on drugs  pronotion
drugs  managernent
2. Programme
III  against povertv 
"".?:""1Xt"'""": nT;nn"*?:",'::"ii"$::,?1J"tt""
programmes
3-rr  Plan FrP  coordination  planning  Management  promotion
of  Training  Finance  Management  in  specific (1)  prograrnmes Rendering
specific
progranmes
many ways in  the  sociar  integration  of  excluded people riving in  poor rural  areas or  young people who have fairla  at  school.
The main changes from 19go have been the increasing rore of  NGos and the cruciar  significance  of coordination  betseLn differents levels  of  public  sector  and these uith  NGOS.
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